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TRANSMITTAL

This is the report to the Ford Foundation from Instructional Systems in

Teacher Education for the third fiscal year, extending from July 1, 1966 to

July 1, 1967, and for the interim from July 1, 1967 to June 1, 1968. Subsequent

reports await decision as to the budget and period of operation for the misrrE

project to take effect July 1, 1968.

Because it contains the interim report, Part I has been published subsequent

to the previous preparation and distribution of Parts II, Mr N, and V. A table of

contents for Part I appears on the following page.

Part II of this total report deals primarily with enrollment and records,

counseling, resident teaching, the seminar on the implications of the social

sciences, the seminar on the role of humanities, and the story of the creative

arts workshop. Part II is a description of the program and activities of the

elementary division of the acroclinical semester, and Part IV describes similar

information about the secondary dMsion of the acroclinical semester.

Part V is a master's thesis written by one of the members of the faculty

far the creative arts workshop. It describes the INSITE experiment in the

teaching of creative arts methods to elementary teachers.

A detailed table of contents appears as a first page of each of the five

parts.

This entire documentation has been prepared by the various members of

the professional staff for INSITE, under the general direction of the coordinator.

46141-1,e/- /V 4'c°-
Co.ordinator and Executive Officer
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LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD

Have you ever traveled to another land about which you had dreamed
and where you thought things were going to be different? But when you got
there, you found that things were not so different as you had expected! It
was not until you took time to look at things more minutely and to make com-
parisons that things became different.

This analogy compares with or illustrates somewhat the situation now,
as we look back over nearly five years of the Insite program. The environ-
ment has changed, new things are growing or evolving, and unexplored lands
just over the horizon are beckoning.

HIGH POINTS OF THE JOURNEY

We have now arrived at two of the high points of the entire journey, i.e.,
the experiment of integrating methods with practice teaching, and the somewhat
different approach to internship in our project known as "resident teaching."

During the 1966-67 fiscal year approximately one hundred students in
the Insite group experienced a semester of what we have termed the acroclin-
ical semester, and now more than eighty of this group will be earning gradu-
ate credit, and a beginning salary as well, as resident teachers (interns) in
twenty-one cooperating districts in several midwestern states and Hawaii,
during either the first or second semester of 1967-68.

EFFECTIVE AND DIFFERENT

We have many reasons to believe that Insitets preparation of these teach-
ers for their resident teaching has been effective, as well as being different.
The students themselves have told us so. The faculty members involved in
this preparation have similar convictions, and preliminary reports already
received from those who have hired these students as interns verified these
assumptions. The students seem better prepared, they have more poise, and
a higher professional attitude.



However, these beliefs remain to be verified by whatever evaluation
method and techniques can be uti117, id in the remaining two years of the
total program.

OBSERVATIONS VOLUNTEERED

The annual report for the fourth fiscal year differs from previous
reports in that conclusions, opinions, and interpretations are volunteered
by those who malce the reports, in addition to accurate descriptions of what
was done, and by whom, where, and why. It seemed to us that some obser-
vations by people who were or are directly involved in the program are de-
sirable, especially since the farther away we get from prior activities the
less clear is our memory. This same rationale accounts for the nature of
this report, in which I look back over the total program to date.

FWE SEPARATE UNITS

A table of contents showing the manner in which this report has been
organized into five units appears on the following page.
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The preceding table of contents shows how our annual report for the
fiscal year July 1, 1966 through June 30, 1967 has been prepared in five
separate units. The reasons for this are two-fold:

The total program of this project includes several major activities,
each one related to the other, but at the same time having significance or
interest for others in and of itself. For example, the Creative Arts Work-
shop for elementary teachers is truly an innovation for which there is much
interest throughout the nation, as an effective method of preparing individu-
als for teaching the elementary grades. Our experience with three different
versions or sequences of the workshop was the subject of a master's thesis
by one of the individuals who served as a member of the faculty for this work-
shop.

In addition to an analysis and report by the individual who directed the
workshop, we have published in a separate unit a master's thesis based en-
tirely upon the content, theory, and practice developed for and in this se-
quence of workshops. By publishing this as a separate unit, we.have made
it available to individuals who are especially interested in this development
in teacher education, and at the same time we are including in the files of
our annual report a comprehensive story of this experiment (which in itself
is a complete achievement).

Likewise, we have organized in Parts Two, Three, and Four reports
of other major activities which in themselves are complete units. For ex-
ample, Part Two describes the activities asoociated with our resident teach-
ing (internship) program. Part Three deals with activities and judgments
related to our acroclinical program for the elementary group, and Part Four
with similar facts and observations for the acroclinical semester for our
secondary group. Here again, each of these reports is available in separate
form for individuals specifically interested in this phase of our program.
Thus, we serve the members of the profession with information about our
program without the greater cost of giving them a complete copy of our re-
port, and with the convenience of communicating only the facts about the
phase of this program which particularly interests them.

A second reason for submitting this annual report in five parts is the
fact that we were ready and able to prepare and distribute these four major
parts of the report without waiting for the overview and analysis by the ex-
ecutive coordinator, who has been ill. However, it was possible for the ex-
ecutive coordinator to direct the preparation of, as well as to edit, all four
of these parts that have already been produced during the time that he was
convalescing from his illness. In this way, the major portions of the re-
port have been prepared and distributed without being delayed longer for
the full attention of the executive coordinator.



It will be evident thL, his report also is being written by the execu-
tive coordinator, Dr. Arthur H. Rice, . And so I will continue this report
by writing in the first person.

REPORTS UP TO PRESENT TIME

It seemed logical and appropriate to me to continue my report up to
the time that it is being written, rather than to date it back to the end of
the previous fiscal year.

This part of the report, consequently, will include all facts pertinent
to the previous fiscal year and will identify them as such, but will also carry
information as to the status of the program at this time. There is still an-
other reason for bringing this general overview up to date, i.e., the fact
that this project is officially scheduled to end on September 30, 1968. This
might call for another annual report at the end of the fiscal year 1967-68
and certainly will require it insofar as expenditures are concerned. How-
ever, permission has been granted by the Ford Foundation for the balance
of the funds to be carried over into activities to continue until June 30, 1969.
These activities should be a continuation of the resident teaching program and
other innovations in the Insite student's schedule for the graduate or fifth year.
It may be mire logical for a report of activities between this date and Septem-
ber 30 to be prepared on or about September 30, 1968, rather than to be cou- -

pled with the financial report that would be presented at the close of the fis-
cal year, June 30, 1968.

TWO ADDITIONAL PUBLICATIONS

There is even one other reason for submitting Part One of the annual
report at this time. We wanted to include in it two publi-ations that may be-
come an essential dart of this story. The first one is a fact pamphlet enti-
tled "Four Years of Insite." Because of the great amount of interest that
has been expressed in this program and the requests for information that
have come to us from many sources, this pamphlet was prepared econom-
ically for wide distribution throughout the country to more than two thousand
individuals or institutions whom we believe are concerned with teacher
education.

Also, we wanted to include in this report a sequel to the pamphlet on
"Four Years of Insite," which has required considerable time to be prepared
and published. It is entitled "Insite in Action." This pictorial story also is



being distrthuted nationwide to the same individuals who will receive the
earlier publication, "Four Years of Insite." We believe that these two
publications have an appropriate place in Part One of our annual report,
because they will review highlights of previous reports and will bring
to the Foundation a graphic portrayal of the many ways in which this proj-
ect is truly an action program, as the pictures and captions portray.
Rather than attempt a verbal review of the past five years from which
conclusions will later be expressed, I am including these two publica-
tions at this particular point in my report.

A perusal of these will serve as background information upon which
I now look at the situation as it is at this time.

THE BIG QUESTIONS

At the very start of my relationships to this project as its executive
coordinator (in January, 1964), the first big question was: "How are we
going to know that this experiment has produced results?" "How are we
going tomeasure what it proposes to do?"

Let's keep in mind that its purpose as stated in the grant was "to
strengthen teacher education. "

A "NO COMPARISONS" PROGRAM

There was one group hi the faculty of the School of Education who
argued that we must follow the usual research routine of setting up "control"
situations. Presumably, whatever we tried to do with the experimental
program could be counterbalanced in some way with a "control" group and
compazisons made between what happens with both groups. This is a naive
explanation, but it is sufficient for this argument. The other group argued
that this is a developmental program and if we were to compare it with con-
trol groups, the program would have to be defined, its purposes fixed, and
no changes or variations permitted. And others believed that setting up con-
trols would imply that traditional methods are undesirable or ineffective, and
comparisons would be odious to many of the faculty who would be needed as
participants in the experimental program. The "no comparisons" group ar-
gument won out, but with the mutual agreement that each progress or change
within the developmental program should be evaluated step by step. Thus,



the processes of evaluation have played an important role throughout
the program.

RESEARCH APPOINTMENT RELINQUISHED

The hypothetical budget established for this project a research expert
as a major member of the professional staff. Although the coordinator and
his staff associates sought throughout the first two years to have such an in-
dividual added to the staff, this appointment did not materialize for reasons
beyond the staff's control. At the end of the third year of the project, the
acting dean and the executive coordinator concluded that it was not feasible
to appropriate any more money for research activities that seemed to be
only indirectly related to the underlying purposes of the project. However,
they continued the effort to find and establish some valid ways to 9btain
judgments concerning the entire project.

Of course, during eachphafe or step of the program, the customary
methods of evaluation were employed, namely, that of getting responses
or obtaining the opinions of both the students and the faculty and any others
involved in the particular or specific project. These, of course, have been
a part of all of our annual reports.

BEST MEASURE OF SUCCESS

We are now encouraged and, in fact, excited about what we believe is
going to be a realistic method of evaluation through what we term the "living
evidence."

During the school year of September 1967 to June 1968, eighty-seven
students who have been enrolled in the Insite program for the entire accel-
erated four-year schedule are or will be "resident teachers" in twenty-one
different school districts in the midwest and Haraii. They are the living
evidence of the effectiveness of ineffectiveness of the entire ekperimental
program. How they succeed or do not succeed as "interns" will be the real
measure of success for Insite. Their record as new teachers in these twen-
ty-one districts also will enable us to trace back over their entire teacher
preparation experience for those factors that have contributed most to their
successful training and preparation tor the teaching profession.

I would like to share with readers now the "First Impressions" from
these twenty-one districts regarding our first resident teachers, and then

I.
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describe in greater detail the comprehensive evaluation pattern that is
now in operation. *

As descrthed elsewhere in the iltapter on placement and resident
teaching, Insite is reprosenmd in fiatch of these cooperating school dis-
tricts by one or two indivIduals who act as liaisons. The following note
was sent to these liaisons:

"Dear Liaison:

"We are not looking for bouquets, but we do need some
help.

"We now face the planning of budget, staff and other ac-
tivities of the Insite program far next year. We need to
know Just what you, mid the others who are working with
you in helping or supervising the resident teacher, think
about our resident teacher(s) in comparison with other be-
ginning teachers whom you have had an opportunity to ob-
serve under comparative circumstances.

"Several of you have told us that the resident teacher
shows certain characteristics that may have developed
from the unique kinds of experiences he bad In his teach-
er preparation work here, particularly because of his or
ientation during the summer sessions and because of the
acroclinical semester in which methods and practice teach-
ing were integrated, with a very generous opportunity to
utilize audio-visual materials. There may be other char -
acteristics of the resident teacher that have developed from
his undergraduate preparation in the Insite program as,
for example, the Creative Arts Workshop where elementary
teachers learn to combine music, art, and rhythm and
teaching techniques for the elementary grades, and also
the series of three seminars on the implications of other
disciplines, namely, social sciences, natural sciences,
and the htnnanities.

* Inasmuch as this report is being written at the close of the first
half 9f the academic year 1967-68, it seems logical to include this recent
information.



"k is true that the more intensive evaluation that we are
proposing, and far which forms and other suggestions will
be sent to you soon, will give us eventually a rather valid
picture of the qualifications of the resident teacher. How-
ever, these criteria have been prepared by us, and may or
may not reflect the same values or judgments that you or
your co-workers use in judging the merit or lack of merit
of this begimiing teacher.

"I am tempted to suggest a number of areas in which
you might make observations, but I think it would be bet-
ter if we left it entirely to you to describe the character-
istics that you and your colleagues have observed without
our attempting to suggest the criteria.

"Please be assured that these observations of yours will
not be identified directly with the individuals, nor will they
be used in any other way except to give us a general impres-
sion at this time of the characteristics of the entire group
of resident teachers that are now in the field.

"We will be deeply grateful to you for these observations
and for your understanding of why they are needed at this
time. A convenient reply form is enclosed. "

Within the accelerated undergraduate program for Insite students,
several objectives were stressed even above others, such as: (1) a sense
of professional pride or responsibility, (2) an ability to put into practice
numerous methods of teaching to provide for individual differences among
pupils, (3) a practical knowledge of all forms of educational media, and
(4) a mature and helpful attitude toward all the different people with whom
a teacher must come into contact.

A study of these "First Impressions" revealed that these very charac-
teristics were among those most frequently singled out for comment. Most
often mentioned were the following: the friendly and cooperative attitude
which the Insite resident teachers demonstrated toward faculty and adminis-
tration, the ability to utilize a wide variety of teaching techniques (including
regular and effective use of teaching aids, such as audio-visual materials),
a sense of responsibility and duty toward the profession in general and this
assignment in particular, and an obvious and vital enthusiasm for teaching.
Many of the resident teachers were observed to possess a selfrassurance,
poise, and professional bearing seldom demonstrated by regular beginning
teachers.



FIRST IPPRESSIOVS ABOUT RMIDEPT TEACHERS

This *First Impressions" report was caviled by Mrs. Jane Jaffe,
Insite editor, from unstructured statements mode by representatives of
each school district in which one or more resident teachers served an
internship for one semester. As the letter to the liaison shove, Insite
asked for these "First Impressions" so that it might learn what char/tom
teristics of the residint teachers stood out most significantly,. whether
favorable or unfavorable. As the letter also shows, no specific questions
were asked of the liaisons, so their contents are entirely spontaneous.

Characteristic

Number of time*
ael'aroneli

8Wvana4- --

tions of 1§ res.-
17;:g

friendly and cooperative attitude toward faculty and administrators 4. 17

"She became a very important part of the faculty
quickly. She found out where she was needed and
quickly took the positions."

'She has been friendly and understanding both
with pupils and fellow teachers.'

Practices a variety of teaching techniques; ability to make use of
teaching aids; originality and creativity 17

"The tend to 6tilise more audio-visual materials
and other supplementary materials than the average
teacher seems tomtit to attempt."

"She had a greater depth in methodology than the
normal beginning teacher would have. She appeared
to know more about classroom techniques, about vary-
ing class activities for achieving different class-
room objectives."

"Visits to her classroom by her principal .1.nd assis-
tant superintendent revealed teaching techniques that
are found rarely among veteran teachers."

Sense of responsibility and duty; punctuality, attendance .26

"They are very conscientious and want to be sure
to follow school policies, to please ."



Characteristic No. of ttmes

"(She) is a very successful, hardworking beginning
teacher. She arrives early to school and often
has been the last one to leave in the evenings."

Enthusiasm for teaching 25

"The resident teachers show real desire and en-
thusiasm. It seems that they just can't wait to
get started."

Teaching ability; ability to motivate pupils; classroom management .24

"He exhibited a thorough knowledge of subject matter
content and imparted this knowledge on a junior high
school levF1 of understanding."

Self-assurance, poise, and professional bearing; proper personal

appearance . a. 22

"She just seemed more mature and self-confident
than the average bftinning teacher."

Knowledge of subject matter .10

"She is knowledgeable in her subject field and
prepares her lessons well in advance with the
touch of a professional."

Good relationship with parents of pupils 9

"She showed maturity in her relations with parents."

"Gocd professional relations with staff, children,
and parents."

Ability to anticipate problems and to ask questions when in doubt;
and to accept and benefit from help .7

"She was ready to ask questions when in doubt
about a subject and was not shy or hesitant in
any way."

"She expressed a great desire to work with our
master primary teacher."
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Page 3

Characteristic No. of times

Flexibility; adaptibility to whatever situations might arise . .7

"Insite teachers are not dismayed by the less than
perfect classroom, or the atypical child, or the
unusual happening."

"She takes things in stride just like an experienced
teacher."

"They are able to adapt and improvise with less wasted
motion than most beginning teachers."

Difficulty with pupils from low socio-economic groups; low ability pupi3s.5

"Some difficulty was eocountered in meeting problems
with students of lower ability levels. This was
particularly true where students had a low reading
level."

Interest in and participation in school activities; extra.curricular
participation It

"Her interest in all the school's activities was
greater than other beginning teachers. She at.
tended everythingl"

Understanding of individual differences among pupils L

"She had an excellent grasp of how to plan
her instruction and then was able to make use
of these plans for the benefit of the class as
a whole and for each student as an individual.
Der ability to evaluate her program and each
student was outstanding."

Ability to recognise weaknesses and make necessary adjustments 2

"She has been quick to recognise her areas of
weakness and to make adjustments of correction."

Ability to look at long-range objectives and plan accordingly .1



RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF COOPERATING SCHOOL PERSONNEL

As a result of last semester's experience with the resident teachers, we

have decided it might be helpful to review the responsibilities and functions

of the school personnel who will be working with the Insite program. We have

found that two general categories of people are essential if the Insite resi-

dent tucking program is to run smoothly. One of these is the liaison repre-

sentative and the other is the cooperating faculty member.

LIAISON PERSON

The liaison person is the official representative of the district in deal-

ing with the Insite program. Insite's understanding with cooperating school

districts who employed resident teachers was to the effect that the superin-

tendent of each district would name one or more liaison persons who would rep-

resent him and the district in all dealings with the Insite program. All plans

and policies were to be cleared through or approved by the district's liaison

person. In addition, this person is responsible for providing feedback to In-

site through participation in the liaison conferences and a number of other

procedures. In the schools, this person is to provide for:

1. The interviewing and selection of resident teachers.

2. Notification of the resident teacher's placement (prior to June 1).

3. Provision of materials for the summer orientation (prior to June 1).

1. Formal evaluation of the resident teacher for the placement office.

(Ths latter statement becomes an official part of the student file

which is s4nt to potential employing school systems.)

5. The general organisation and administration of the Insite program in

the schools.



The people who have served this function in the past have been central

office personnel--the superintendent, assistant superintendent, the director

of elementary education, the director of personnel and people with similar res-

ponsibilities.

COOPERATING FACULTY

Because it is often difficult if not impossible for the central office

personnel to maintain reasonable contact with the resident teachers in the

schools, it has been suggested that cooperating faculty be appointed to main-

tain close contact with the nsident teacher. It is the responsibility of

these individuals to:

1. Review weekly plans with the resident teacher.

2. Review journal entries with the resident teacher and to suggest pos-

sible hypotheses that might be tested in relation to the journal.

3. Review the self-evaluation form which is filled out by the resident

teadher at least once a month in order to help him select same areas

of performance that could be enhanced and to determine whether or not

he is moving in the direction of improvement.

4. Serve as a sounding board for the resident teacher--i.e., to empha-

size alternative teaching strategies, offer suggestions with respect

to materials and to be available for consultation on a varieity of

problems and issues.

We have already mentioned one form of evaluatiowthe evaluation which is

made by the liaison person and which becomes a part of the resident teacher's

permanent file. It is also important that an evaluation be made with respect

to the Insite program. In order to achieve this, we suggest that someone in

the school provide an evaluation of the resident teacher and compare his per-



formance with that of the usual beginning teacher. While the liaison person Is

also responsible for this acttvity, it seam appropriate that the actual evalua-

tion be made by the cooperating faculty because the cooperating faculty members

have a greater opportunity to observe and evaluate the performance of the Insite

teacher. Since this evaluation does not become a part of the studeat's creden-

tials, it should pose no threat to the resident teacher to have the cooperating

faculty perform this function and it should not interfere with the cooperating

faculty member's attempts at evaluation.

The designation of the cooperating faculty member varies with the level

of the sChool program. At the elementary level, the cooperating faculty nem-

ber is usually the elementary principal. In some schools, however, it is the

team leader or a colleague teacher who is designated as the cooperating feculty

amber. At the secondary level, the department head is usually designated to

serve in this capacity. &waver, it might also be the building principal or

assistant principal, the subject area coordinator within the school, or a col-

league teather. The important thing is not who is designated by the school to

serve this function, but that the person who is designated accept the serious-

ness of the responsibilities and carry them out to the best of his ability.
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INSITE

RES/DENT TEACHING EVALUATION FORK

To the Evaluator:

The items which follow are provided as guides for evaluating resident

teacher performance.

We realize all items may not apply to the experiences of every resident

teacher, but it is hoped that most items will relate to some facet of each

resident teacher's performance. This form does not become a nt:_t of the res-

ident teacher's credentials.

A five-point scale has been selected to allow for a graduated range of

performance characteristics for each resident teacher. Response categories

are explained below:

5. Performance

4. Performance

3. Performance

2. Performance

1. Performance

NA The item is

clearly outstanding for a beginning teacher.

better than average for a beginning teacher.

equal to that of the average beginning teacher.

below average for a beginning teacher.

clearly unsatisfactory for a beginning teacher.

not applicable for the person being evaluated either because

the resident teacher was not presented a reasonable opportunity for demon-

strating capacity in this area or because the evaluator has no evidence

concerning this characteristic or capacity.

""'" ," ^ 4 S., 40÷.410/4.14k4AVAerili
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Resident leather School

'Valuator: Risme Position

The 'stings below are based upon the followinal

Somber of observations wade Umber of conferences held

*Aber of weekly plans examined limber of times the Journal mos

exemined .

Specify other bases and the number of each

if Wises were made in oomeert with others, list their positiOnS

01111111111111101111111

IIMOCTIONS: Under each item, encircle the appropriate sylbol: If you wish
to qualify the item in any way, please feel free to make a
qualifying statement la the blank space after the item.

Titt RATING FOR TOR ENTIRE GROOP (48) APPEARS Vilingaga IMO= as
nounernsis POLLONING MC vac

Clearly Above Below Clearly llot

Mat ies.
4 3 2 1 NI

0

MAIMS FOR MI:RUCTION

1. Develops long range plans
which include behavioral obs
jeotives for his pupils and (21) (e)
himself 5 4 3 2

2. istablishes behavioral ob-
jectives for short term teadh- (16)
iss sessions 5

3. Separates large units of
work into smaller, managelble

(13)
teadhing sessions 5

4. Can write simple and concise
plans for single lessons and (16)
short term teaching periods 5

5. Accousts for the use of text-
ual and supplementary materials in (loa)
his weekly plans 5

(22)
4

(9)

3
(1)

2 1

(24) (10) (1)
4 3 2 1

(20) (8) (1) (3)
4 3 2

(23) (10) (1) (14)
4 3 2 1
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Clearly Above Below Marly Not

Outstdg., Azgl Am. Unsat.

6. Plans for the use of audio-
visual media for introducing,
clarifying or summarizing his (13)

lessons 5

7. Utilizes cooperative teacher-
pupil planning in establishing (12)

goals and instructional procedures 5

S. Plans with reference to I gm
quince and continuity appropriate (14)

for his pupils and his classes 5

9. Utilizes a feedback system
which allows evaluation data to
influence planning of instruc- (7)

tional procedures 5

10. Utilizes behavioral and aca-
demic information found in cumu-
lative records in the development
of teaching plans for individual (9)

students and small learning groups 5

MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

11. Has developed a goal oriented (8)
system of classroom management 5

12. Knows and understands tho sub-
stantive material he is expected (17)

to teach in his classes 5

13. Establishes objectives and
expectations which are in keep-
ing with the developmental level (14)

of his pupils 5

14. Maintains a climate fevor-
able for experiment in the class-
room. Encourages the formation
and testing of hypotheses role- (18)

vant to /earning situations 5

15. Recognizes the need for and (12)

appropriate time tor re-teaching 5

16. Modifies plans and activities
when evidence suggests they are (12)
untimely or inappropriate 5

(21)

4

(12)

3 2 1

(2)

MA

(20) (9) (7)

4 3 2 ; NA

(22) (11) (1)

4 3 2 1 NA

(22) (9) (1) (9)

4 2 1 BA

(18) (14) (1) (6)

4 3 2 1 MA

(23) (13) (1) (3)
4 3 2 1 RA

(20) (8) (1) (2)

4 3 2 1 NA

(22) (10) (2)

4 3 2 1 NA

(20) (6) (1) (3)
4 3 2 1 NA

(20) (12) (2) (2)

4 3 2 1 NA

(23) (10) (1) (2)

4 3 2 1 11A



Clearly Above

MOIL. inu.
17. Nikes use of the leadership
capecities of students in the
solution of clusroos managaesnt (11)

prObleme 5

18. Nncoureges pupils to question,
discuss and offer suggestions con-
cerning the purposes and methods (16)

attadhed to learning experiences 5

19. Sas developed instructional
tedbniques *Leh allow htm to move
from "center stage," freeing him
to work with individual pupils lihen(ni
need arises

Below Clearly
A. BOIL-

Not

kes.

(14)
4

(13)
3

(4)
2 1

(6)
Ni

(16) (10) (9)
4 3

(20)
4

(11)
3

(3)
2 1

(ra

20. Knows uben to direct learning,
when to assist in its development,
and uhen to counsel or advise so (6)
that it will take place naturally 5

21. Gives directions, interprets
and explains in ways which are
adequate to the needs of his pup (16)
pile 5

22. Integrates textual, library
Awl audio-gisual material into a
set of varied learning experiences (15)
for pupils 5

23. Orses the instructional tech-
niques which combine the practices
of grouping, providing "open ended"
learning opportunities, and pre-
scribing individualized learning (9)

activities and exercises 5

MAUR 27. MilfM ELM=
24. Uses a variety of evaluation
teChniques--e.g., oral quizzes,
behavioral observation, discussion,
problem solving activities, short (13)

quizzes, formal emanations 5

25. Interprets evaluation data Amp
curately. Understands performance
indices of standardized tests and
can apply central tendency osesures(6)
to "homemade" evaluation devices 5

(22)
4

(13)
3

(2)
2

(1)
1

(4)

(19) (9) (2) (1) (1)
4 3 2 1 II

(20) (11) (2)

4 3 2

(20) (8) (2) (9)

4 3 2

(22) (10) (3)

4 3 2 1 NI

(23) (6) (13)

4 3 2 1



Clearly Above Below Clearly Not

Outstda4, yg, I a y3. Unsat. &2j,

26. Incorporates objective (is-
personel) measures as well as
subjective (personal) measures
in the assessment and analysis (10) (22) (12) (4)

of pupil performance 5 4 3 2 1 BA

27. Translates evaluation data in-
to terms and suggestions Which are (9) (21) (8) (1) (9)

helpful to pupils 5. 4 3 2 1 lA

28. anus* evaluation data of pu-
pil performance as a base for anal-
ysing bis own instructional plan- (9) (20) (7) (12)

ning and techniques 5 4 3 2

29. Can recognise when the behav-
ioral objectives of a particular (9) (23) (9) (1) (8)

lebrning experience have been met 5 4 3 2 1

30. Can change an instructional proc-
ess when the behavioral outcomes do

not measure up to the aims of the (11) (22) (8) (2) (5)

objective 5 4 3 2

INTERPERSOBALIZIATIONS (PUPILS)

31. Vae gained the confidence and (26) (14) (6) (2)

respect of his pupils 5 4 3 2 1

32. Understands the philosophy of
his school with respect to student (18) (18) (8) (2) (1)

discipline 5 4 3 2 1 lA

33. Is able to deal effectively
with a variety of behavioral prob- (8)
leis

(20) (11) (6) (1)

2 14 3

(2)

HA

34. Bas developed a capacity for
determining when negative behavior
should be ignored and when it shou1411) (21) (9) (5) (1) (1)

be redirected 5 4 3 2

pV.CVHSSIL COLLEAGUES

35. las related well with other
ambers of the teadhimg and seri'. (26) (13) (7) (2)

vice staff of the sdhool 5 4 3 2 1

38. Accepts and benefits from
the counsel of more mature and

experienced colleagues

(25) (14)

5 4 3 2 1
(7) (2)



Clearly Above Below Clearly
Outstdx., Ara_ Ans, Aim. Onset.

37. Can assess teething-learning
problems insightfully, recognis-
ing when there is need for col-
league consultation, advice or
referral action

38. Nikes use of consultation and
advice when it is provided with
reference to a unique or complex
learning problem

.41.60 MEM.

39. las presented himself to par-
ents as a professional deserving
of their confidence and support

40. Vas behaved personally and
proftssionany in keeping with
normal community expectations
for teachers

Not

(17) (20) (5) (4) (2)

5 4 3 2 1 NA

(17) (PA) (8) (2)
5 4 3 2 1 NA

(19) (17) (7) (5)
5 4 3 2

(24) (19) (4) (1)
5 4 3 2

CONNINTS: Please feel free to insert any additional comments you sty have

about the resident teacher you have observed. Use the space be-

low and on the back of this sheet for this purpose.

MEANS FOR COMBINED RATINGS DELEGATED TO 27 ILINEMTARY AND 21 SECONDARY
RESIDENT TEACHERS BY SUPERV/SORY PERSONNEL FOR INS/TE.

Percentage of Performance rated CLEARLY OUTSTANDING 28.4

Percentage of Performance. rated ABOVE AVERAGE 41.9

Percentage of Performance rated AVERAGE 18.9

Percentage of Performance rated BELOW AVERAGE 2.6

Percentage of Performance rated CLEARLY UNSATISFACTORY .3

Percentage of Performance designated MOT APPLICABLE 7.9

TOTALS --- 100.00



INTERVIEWS IIITH RETURNING ELEMENTARY RESIDRIT TEACHERS

Reported by tr. Edward G. HI:Me

The follawing commas represent a summation of my subjective

evaluation of the ctudontct comments regarding Part III of the inter-

view. The objective part of the interview - Parts Is IIs and IV -

are discussed in the latter part of this report.

Many arrangements were used with respect to the supervision of

our elementary resident teachers: approximately one-fourth mere

assigned to teamss some mere supervised by elementary consultants or

supervisors (particularly in large school districts), the majority

mere probably supervised and aided by the elementary school principal,

and same were helped by wbuddy teachers." Generally the feedback

and assistance provided our neophyte teachers in the field could

be categorized in one of three ways. In the majority of cases they

received considerable assistance. Weekly plans mere reviewed,

various hypotheses mere suggested as appropriate.

In too many cases, though certainly not true for the majority,

a noncamitment was =de, i.e.s"that looks fines youtre coming

along oks"etc. In a few cases the situation was handled on a laissez-

faire basis, i.e.S"see me if you have any questions." It was obvious

from our discussions that the latter type of arrangement Was much

too loose and informal. Noncommittal statements are not very satis-

factory either for students mho are used to having considerable

emphasis placed upon performance evaluation.

From my observational it is quite apparent that resident teachers

morking in team teaching situations seem to benefit by far in terms

of both quantity and quality of the supervisory assistance received.

Depending upon the elementary school principal and his background,



this also proved to be a most effective form of supervision for the

most part although there were marked exceptions to this.

There Was A Difference

With regard to their treatment in comparison to other beginning

teachers, most Insite students reported that there was a difference,

although they wcre not quite certain of the degree or nature of the

difference.

Some formal evaluation WE carried on during the first .3mester.

Such were usually related to formal visitations or observations by

administrative or supervisory porsonnel in the local district. This

help was not nearly as extensive as the students had hoped or had

wished for. Local evaluation forms and techniques were applied in

the usual manner, depending upon local school policy. In most

instances this was done but one time, and so it did not really

provide nuch feedback to the students regarding their performance.

In most instances this feedback occurred as a result of professional

field personnel reccting to the weekly plans and journal entries of

our resident teachers. This was done on a regular basis with

approximately three-fourths of our resident teachers. In two or

three cases there was no feedback whatsoever by the supervisory

people in the field. This occurred despite the fact that it was

very clear as to what their responsibility was in working with the

Insite students or resident teachers in their schools.

Interestingly enough, no resident teacher reported arly incon-

sistency regarding philosophy - expectations - values (from the

University School environment to that of the resident teaching

assignment). In a few instances curriculum guides and/or other

written statements provided definitive guidelines with respect to



what WaB expected of neophyte teachers. The focus there in the field,

as well as at the University School, was upon inquiry, discovery,

and problem solving. Creativity and heavy learning involvement

were valued as were effective questioning on the part of the

teacher, wide use of instructional resources, and strategies for

providing for individual differences. While there was no pressure

to do otherwise from administrative or supervisory personnel in the

field, several comments were made regarding subtle pressures from

"other teachers." There was, admittedly in relatively few cases,

a strong implication that good teaching consisted of lecturing,

directing, assigning, and, in general, attempting to "finish the

took" and to keep "on schedule,"

suguena and Recommendations

Among the mony suggestions and recommendations made by our

resident teachers were the following: (1) They would have appre

ciated earlier contact with children 2 (a) More emphasis should

be placed upon the teaching of reading, helping slaw learners,

and providing for individual differences. Interestingly enough,

our resident teachers did not seem to be particularly concerned

with their ability to diagnose learning difficulties, their lack

of knowledge regarding professional negotiations, their lack of

knowledge regarding such educational innovations as team teaching,

nongraded schools, etc. Some students were still concerned regarding

classroom discipline and planning but these few were definitely

in the minority. Most elementary teachers felt that they were

very competent in terms of both their planning skills and ability

to organize and manage a classroom successfully. Another strong

point that was made was the fact that Insite resident teachers



want a njamEirin stick. They want their performance to be evaluated

so that concrete suggestions can be made for improvement and pro-

fessional growth. This was seriously lacking.

As a result of their contacts with other beginning teachers in

the field as well as fellow students here on campus, if there is

any difference between the Insite trained teacher and others, it

might be in some depth in respect to the following points:

(1) Insite students seam to have a much stronger commitment to

teaching and appear very, very sensitive as to how difficult it

really is to become an effective elementary teacher, (2) Insite

students tend to feel a much greater sense of frustration as this

may relate to their ability to motivate slow learners or the cul-

turally deprived or to provide effectively for the wide range of

abilities which they have found within their classrooms, (3) Insite

students tend to be more inquiry oriented and as a result ask many,

many more questions of their colleagues and administalitml.2 (4) Insite

students have a very positive attitude toward their professional

study and work in the School of Education and in the university at

large. The personal interest of the faculty/ particularly during

the elementary Acroclinical Semester, and the removal of grade

pressure were very much ap7veciated by our students as well as a

faculty concern regareing the relevance of their work with potential

teachers.

Please refer to the accompanying chart as you read my comments

below regarding Parts I, 112 and IV. Although the statistics speak

for themselves, I do feel that SOMO observations are appropriate.

Part One. The relationship between the responses to question

A-2 and A-3 is quite interesting. On the one handl our students



appear to be quite satisfied with respect to their responses to 2.

They feel adequately prepared and in many instances very well pre-

pared in terms of their academic preparation. The relationship

between the undergraduate program and their teaching task that

followed (student teaching and resident teaching) was not always

as clear. This vas particularly tru3 with respect to the language

arts.

Part Three. With respect to their professional study component,

resident teachers felt extremely well prepared in the areas of

paanning, organization, and various molds of presentation (inquiry,

explanatory, etc.). The one area in which they do not feel nearly

as competent relates to their ability to provide effectively for

individual differences. Incidentally, our elementary Acroclinical

faculty also recognized that this has been one aspect of the program

that has teen short changed somevhat as a result of the great com-

pression in the Insite program. Item 2 regarding the contribution

of P280 is interesting because of the comparatively large number of

no responses. This was just perhaps a need to spend more time

correlating P280 with the professional study, simulation, and field

experience components. An interesting observation regarding the

third question is the fact that the audio-visual emphasis and methods

instruction actually receivod a more positive response than student

teaching. This is most unusual indeedi Students concur with the

faculty that the use of program materials regarding standardized

testing in the elementary school was not nearly as valuable as we

had once hoped it would be. Somewhat discouraging is the response

of students to question number four regarding the contribution of the

orientation seminars of last summer. That these were not considered



to be very advantageous, from the students advantage point, it is

all too obvious.

Part Four. Again the statistics speak pretty well for them-

selves. Of particular interest here is the large number of no

responses to the Creative Arts Workshop category.

QUESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS

A schedule of questions to be used in individual interviews

with each returning resident teacher was prepared by the staff.

The schedule was distributed to both elementary and secondary

teachers who had returned to the campus in February 19682 following

their fall term as resident teachers. Students mere required as

to fill in written responses wherever indicated.

The interview questions were the same for elementary and

secondary except for Part I, Because of the difference in their

academic preparation, secondary majors had both academic majors

and minors, it was necessary to use a different format for this

group.

The interview was not limited to these questions, but this

schedule with its provisions for written responses provided a good

many answers that could be tabulated. The oral interview with

Dr. Buffie and Dr. ficQuigg covered what ever relative topics

students desired to discuss.

Included in the following pages is a reproduction of the

interview questionnaire including elementary group of questions

for Part I.



Part I-Elementary

Please complete the items by making the appropriate responses

I. Undergraduate Preparation
A. Subject matter of academic disciplines

1. What was your area of academic specialization? (Be

specifice.g., language arts, focus on literature)

mIliwOmillwisomul Illimilme.01, 111111111.

2. Indicate how you felt about your academic preparation,
placing the appropriate numeral after each of the

stibjects belaw. (3. very well prepared - 2. adegi

quately prepared- 1, less than adequately. prepared)

Science (including health)
Math
Social Studies (history, geography, etc.)
Arts (music, art, physical education,
language Arts (literature, reading composition,

linguistics)

3. Indicate how you felt about the relationship between
your under-graduate program and your teaching tasks

by placing the appropriate numeral after each of the
subjects belaw (3. the relationship was clear; the
preparation "made sense" - 2. the academic program
was adequately related to teaching - 1. the relation-

ship between much of my academic preparation and my

teaching was not clear)

Science (including health)
Ehth
Social Studies (history, geography, etc.)
Arts (music, art, physical education, etc.)7.--
LanguaEe Arts (literature, reading, composition,
linguistics)

Part II

Professional Education Sequence

1. Indicate the contribution of the total professional (education)

sequence to your role as a teacher iiimErfollawing areas by. marking

3 is an important contribution, 2 =some contribution, 1 =little
contribution:

a. Motivation strategies
b. Planning and organization
c. Knowledge of resources
d. Strategies for providing for individual differences

e. Evaluation and diagnosis
f. Various modes of presentation (discovery, lecture)



2. Indicate the contribution of P280 to the following using the same
rating as shown above (1, 21 and 3):

a. Knowledge of children
b. Knowledge of how childmgrrearn
c. Knowledge of social dynamics
d. Knawledge of teacher-pupil interaction

3. Indicate the contribution of the following aspects of the
acroclinical semester to your role as a teacher, using the same
rating as shown above:

a. Student teaching
b. Methods
c. Taping of student teaching performance
d. Audio-visual emphases
e. Evaluation
f. Simulation
g. Programmed materials and standardized testing

(elementary only)

4. Indicate the contribution of the Orientation Seminar to your
ability to teach the following (elementary students check all;
secondary students check major saject):

a. Language arts
b. Math
c. Science
d. Social studies
e. Arts

5. Indicate how you felt about the counseling provided by the Insite
office by checking the appropriate place below:

The counseling was of great help.
The counseling was of some help.
The counseling was of little help.

Part III General

Please write your answer to each of the following questions on a
separate sheet of pacer (provided by us). Identigy each question at
the top of the paper sign your name to each sheet. For example:
Question I A-1 answered by (your name)
Begin the answer to the second question, I A-2, on a new sheet of paper
and identify it in the same manner as Question I A-1.

I. Field Assistance
A. What ir=e nature and extent of the help you received in the

field as a neophyte teacher?
1. Were you treated differently from other beginning

teachers in your school system? If so, in what way?
2. Did the school system provide an orientation for you

in the fall? If so, what was this like? In what way
was it valuable? Nas it the same as that for other
beginning teachers?

3. Nhat help was afforded by your cooperating faculty
member? Did he meet with you regularly? How regularly?
What was the nature of your discussion? Were his
reactions helpful? Did you discuss weekly plans?
Journal entries? Nith what results?



1=111101715604

I. Were classroom observations made? By wham? Were you
provided with feedback as a result of these? Did the
suggested follow up activities help to improve your
performance?

S. What other kind of help was provided?
6. Was the evaluation questionnaire sent out in January

used for self-evaluation pnrposes? If so, how?

B. What were the strengths and weaknesses of the supervision
which was provided? What suggestions do you have for the
improvement of the supervision?

Resident Teaching
A. What is your feeling about the placement processi.e., the

way in which arrangements were made with the schools to pro-
vide for the resident teaching experience? Is there any
aspect of placement that could have been improved?

B. If a full year of resident teaching were required as part
of your undergraduate-graduate training, would this appeal
to you?

C. If you were getting paid for a full year of resident teaching
at a reduced rate, say three-fourths, to two-thirds of what
you were paid per semester, would it still appeal to you2
If you were to receive additional graduate credit for the
resident teaching or had the opportunity of earning additional
credit through seminars and courses, would it be more or less

appealing?

D. If the resident teaching program were to be revisedl what
other changes would you like to see made?

First-Year Teachers
A. Did you come into contact with other first-year teachers

within the building, and if so, under what circumstances?
Haw 6pout outside the building?

B. On the basis of these contacts, mhat three or four major
areas of concern can you identify?

C. Did these first-year teacherst areas of concern seem to be
different from your own and other Insite teachers you may
have known? Describe the similarities and the differences.

D. Could you single out any may in which your treatment as a
resident teacher was distinctively different from that
afforded other beginning teachers? Was this a helpful
difference?

IV. Graduate Preparation
7C-7.677 well did your experiences as a participant in the

orientation seminar prepare you for your role as a resident
teacher? How was this accomplished?

1. What were the strengths of the orientation seminar?
2. What were its weaknesses?
3, What were your suggestions for improvement?

045,



4. Did you have your teaching assignment prior to the
beemning of the seminar?

5. Did you receive materials from the school in which you
would be teaching in time to utilize them in the
seminar?

V. Undergraduate Preparation
A, Please give examples of academic work which provided maximum

contributions to your teaching, and explain how they did.

B. What recommendations do you have for strengthening the
academic preparation of prospective teachers in your major

teaching area?

C. Please give examples of professional course work which pro-

vided Ma XIII= contributions to your teaching, and explain

how they did.

D. What recommendations do youhame for strengthening the pro-
fessional preparation for prospective teachers?

VI, Some Additional Questions
A. n7arriqkdent teaching experience differ from student

teaching? How was it similar to student teaching? Did you
see a clear relationship between the two? Do you think it

is necessary to have both?

B. Do you think the progran such as that you. went through with
Insite would be practical as a method of training a large

number of teachers? What revision would you suggesG in
order to make it applicable to larger numbers?

C. Did you feel under pressure because of the accelerated pace
of the Insite program? Wasthis particularly true of the

summer sessions?

D. Did you find the instruments which were made available to you

for self-evaluation useful? Did you make use of them? Haw
could either the instruments or the recommendations for
using them be made more useful to resident teachers?

E. Are there any comments about the resident teaching program,
first-year teachers, the Insite program, or teacher education
in general that you would like to make?

Part IV - Seminars and Workshop

I. Indicate your feeling about the values you obtained
teacher or as a person from each of the seminars or
by placing the appropriate numeral after each. (3.

siderable contribution to my personal set of values
some contribution to my personal set of values - 1.

contribution to Iffy personal set of values.)

Natural Science Seminar
Comments:
Social Science Seminar
Comments:

either as a
the workshop
made a con-
- 2. made
made little
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Humanities Seminar
Comments:

To be answered by elementary students only.

Creative Arts Workshop Seminar

2. Indicate the extent to which the seminars or workshop contributed
to your fund of knowledge by placinL the appropriate numeral after
each of the seminars below (3. made an important contribution -
2. made same contribution - 1. made little contribution)

Natural Science Seminar
Social Studies Seminar
Humanities Seminar
To be answered by eniiiaary students only.
Creative Arts Workshop



INMIVIEWS WITH RETDRNI/E SECONDARY RESIDENT TEACHERS

Reported by Dr. R. Bruce NcQuigg

During the second semester those students who had done their

resident teaching in the fall and who were back on campus contd.- uing

their master's degree program were given an interview form to fill

out prior to coming into the office for an extended interview with

one of the associate coordinators. A copy of the questionnaire or

interview form is attached to this report. After the interviewer

had a chance to read through the student's answers to the questions

he then sat down with the student in an attempt to pull out high-

lights from the form itself and to seek additional information

about the student's experience in the schools. This interview

lasted approximately one hour and much of the dialogue was recorded

and transcribed and has become a part of the permanent record of the

Insite project.

FOlowing are some generalizations and highlights based on both

the written form and the interview conducted with thc experienced

resident teacher:

1. I was impressed with this group's level of perception

regardina their teaching. They looked at the experience more

objectively and more analytically than other beginning teachers I

have known. As a group they were frustrated by lack of success in

some areas. This is due largely to the fact that they had high

expectations and high levels of performance set for themselves.

2. The gcs received a cordial meaLon from the faculty

they joined in the fall. This cordial reception included many

offers of help and assistance which was great,y appreciated by the

resident teacher. However, in the fall the assignment of resident



2

teachers to most of the buildings did not reach a high enough develop-

ment in terms of specific assignments, that is, the immediate super-

visor: the person mho WIS to check plans, journal entries, etc. MMS

often not determined until very late in the semester, if at al.

Consequently, many of the offers of help resident teachers did

receive were of a more general or even personal nature, rather than

any sophisticated assistance on teaching technique within their sub-

ject area. Most of the students agreed that the department head,

if one existed, is the logical person to serve as thcir cooperating

teacher in the secondary schools. This is depcndent upon whether or

not he has been given ample time to provide this kind of special help

to the beginning teacher. There mill always be some difficulty in

same secondary schools getting the right kinds of help for the

individual teacher. For example, one resident teacher who tauLht

Rusnim in a large high school MUS the only Russian teacher in the

building and one of two in the entire system. Therefore, it was

difficult to assign (within his building) a person who could give him

much help in the teaching of Russian. The same thing applies to other

cases in the foreign languages, Spanish and French as examples, in the

various junior hidh schools in which same of our resident teachers

taught.

3. The resident teaching journal proved to be effective according

AD the returning resident teachers in learning to take an objective

look at what they were doing and hom well it uns succeeding. The

interview helped to point out thc fact that we need to be more

flexible in the use of the journal in that some hypotheses cannot

be established and tested on a weekly basis. We need to develop

means of alloming a longer period of time for some hypotheses to be

investigated and we need to add the dimension of a case stucly of a



3

student or several students in depth as a part of the journal. This

will be accomplished during the orientation meetings this summer for

the resident teachers for next year.

4. In general the students felt very well prepared in their

major subject area. Few of them felt adequately prepared in their

minor area. In all cases the students felt that they had had a

solid student teaching experience at the University School which

gave them a good background in order to start teaching in the fall.

5. As a Enia the students indicated that the would have

liked to have been observed while teach:La more frequent...4 than :they

were. This is not an unusual reaction from either student teachers

or beginning teachers. They ere suspicious of being evaluated on a

basis of very few in-class observations. I feel that the novice

tends to overemphasize the importance of in-class observations.

Many experienced school people can do a thorough job of evaluating

a teacher's performance without sitting in on a great many of his

classes. However, the resident teachers had a natural reaction to

the fact that the observer often times cane into the class for a

very few minutes, left before the class was over and consequently

did not allow for any immediate feedback other than a "pat on the

back," so to speak, which said "you are doing fine, keep up the

good work." In communications with the cooperating school districts

this summer we will attempt to emphasize the fact that our

resident teachers look for and desire feedback of a very specific

nature from the observer. They want suggestions for improvement

in areas in which they need to improve. They are not satisfied

with the general comment "you are doing a fine job, keep up the

work."
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6. Some resident teachers more able to save (out of their

full salary as a beginning teacher) as much as $1200 during the

fall semester and consequently came back to the university able to

pay for their spring semester and their summer session mork, which

means, in one way, that they financed almost their entire master's

degree program with the use of resident teaching salary. The

largest single factor in uthether the student mas able to save much

money appeared to be whether he purchased an automobile.

MAJOR DIFFICULTIES

The resident teachers pointed out several major difficulties in

their beginning teacher experience.

1. Perhapi the most difficult aspect of their experience was

working with the slow reader or the non-reader. As secondary teachers

with limited training in the teaching of reading, they did not knew

what to do with the student who could not read the following day's

assignment. To say that this difficulty is a characteristic of the

Insite student would be extremely naive. I feel that it is a char-

acteristic of most secondary teachers.

2. Related to the previous statement, is the difficulty of

working with the unmotivazed student. This is a student who hates

school, does not see school in relationship to his future plans, if

any, and mho is not intcrested in doing assignments given by the

teacher. The resident teachers in the Insite project, being college

bound themselves for most of their pdblic school career, had

difficulty in understanding this lack of interest in school on the

part of these unmotivated pupils and the usual difficulty in knowing

mhat to do about it.
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3. As new teachers, the resident teachers were "tested" tz: their

Ewa. ?vas ma, of course, that tha were ginning teachers

and there maybe something to be said that this item whould not be

listed under their area of difficulties but rather in a list which

wauld represent "things to be expected." The reason it is listed

under difficulties is that this testing of the novice distracts from

the work the novice hoped to accomplidh within the classroom.

44 liReAMWildlataught latAatallimarams back U, CanDUB,

the spring found the adiustmopt 1,2 the canpusazgazedituralt

one. Many of them pointed out that as teachers they were young

adults with same responsibility and authority and coining back to

being one of 27,500 college students was a change in role which

they found difficult.

ORIENTATION SEMESTER

In general, the resident teachers found the orientation program

Itonducted during the summer previous to their teaching semester to

be effective in terms of allaying preplanning and getting acquainted

with the materials they were to use in the schools. very little

else of the orientation work was deemed of major help. This will

be taken into account and the orientation work in the summer of

1968 will emphasize the preganning aspect to the exclusion of sane

other elements which might be included.

FUTURE PLANS

Resident teachers from the fall semester indicated a wide range

of job interests for next year. They do not atomatical4 return

to the school in which resident teadhing was done. Several have

indicated that they wiiih to teach in an inner-city school and have
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taken jobs in Detroit and Nilwaukees asking for inner-city high

school assignments. Interestingly, some of these inner-city

requests are made over the objection of parents who feel the

youngster should teach in a "nice" school. Plans involving the

young men are determined to a certain degree upon their service

obligation. Plans for same of the young women are determined by

marriage plans, as well as the service obligations of the young

men they are tomarry. Several resident teachers have an opportunity

to study in the Soviet Union and France this summer and still another

will be entering the training for Peace Corps work in Malaysia.

Still others feel that they want to see same of the rest of the

country (other than the midwest vdth which they are familiar) and

the western states will be employing some of them next year.

Though the statistics are not definite as yets I feel that the

resident teacher who is in the school system during the spring semester

has a better opportunity to remain in that school system the following

year than the resident teacher who is there in the fall. If the

resident teacher is present during contract negotiations and con-

tract offerings for the following year and if he is doing a good jobs

he will be offered the job for the following fall. Same school

personnel hesitate to offer the job to the fall resident teacher

even if he is very good until they have a chance to take a look

at the resident teacher coming out for the spring semester.

THE KIND OF HELP WANTED

The resident teacher in the secondary schools wants to know

that help is readily available as they seek it. They are not so

concerned that help be offered whether it is sought or not. This

mgy be a part of the young adultts desire to be independent. It
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does mean that the kind of supervisory person assigned to the

resident teacher needs to be chosen with care. He needs to offer

assistance without appearing that assistance is necessarily needed

at all times. He needs to encourage the young teacher to seek his

advice and counsel without always offering his unsolicited advice

and counsel.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

On the evaluation form the resident teachers rated the highest

on the last two items, both of which deal with "presenting himself

as a professional competent teacher" and "behaving in a professional

manner in keeping with the expectations of the community." Though

none of the items on the evaluation form pointed out overwhelming

weaknesses perhaps these last two help point out overwhelming

strength of this particular group (data as to the exact ratings

adhieved by the group on the evaluation form are presented elsewhere

in this report).

One final observation. For manyytars people in teacher education

have been concerned with screening out those students who should not

become teachers. I am sympathetic with this concern but wish to

point out that same of the students who taught during the fall

semester blossamed on the job. One might have been tempted to

encourage some of them to seek another career other than teaching

at the age of eighteen. Their performance on the job at the age

of twenty-one demnstrated what poor advice that would have been.

Perhaps this is something the profession is going to have to live

with. There is so much change between the age of eighteen and

twenty-one that the person who promos to say early in the college

career of the prospective teacher that a particular person will



"never make a teacher" is assuminc, more responsibility for the

career direction of a young adult than I feel able to do.

01,

8
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DISTRICTS REPRESENTED BY LIASION

Reported by Dr. Arthur H. Rice

The success of the resident teaching program has been partly

due to genuine cooperation from the liason in each district.

Part of the uniqueness of this program is the manner in which

contact is established and maintained between the Insite office and

the cooperating districts. There are no contracts of agy kind except,

of course, the teacLing c ntract for the student as a beginning

teacher.

yarie of Patterns Sumst a Model

The general plan is that each district develops its own wgys

of being of help to the beginning teacher. It is expected that these

various patterns of assistance to the resident teacher will suggest

ideas for a model. Nevertheless, the liason have put into operation

the suggestions and requests from the Insite office for the evaluation

of the intern and for the other requirements of the program, such as

the keeping of the journal and the development of lesson plans. In
e

each of the coolkrating districts, the superintendent appointed one

individual representing the elementary division and one representing

the secondary division, if the district has secondary schools, who

became the district's representative(s) in all contacts with the

Insite office. Cominications that may be intended for others in

the district, such as the building principals, are also cleared

through the liason, so that the latter is at all times informed of

the total procedure.

It is through the counsel and advice of the liason that many

things have been developed that have contributed to the improvement

of our resident teaching efforts. The liason is contacted always



by the Insite representatives who call on the resident teachers,

and also by our general consultant, Dr. Gene Rex.

One of the high points of this relationship has been the confer-

ences held either on the Bloomington campus for the southern gtoup or

at Valparaiso for the northern group, at which liason and staff

exchange ideas and develop policies. The most recent of these con-

ferences was held in Bloomington for the entire group of liason,

since in this case an added feature was possible only on the

Bloomington campus. This added feature was the arrangement whereby

each resident teacher for next year uas introduced to the liason

from his district, and in mar: cases to the principel of the building

in which the resident teacher vrtually mill teach. For these

individual conferences, materials were brought from the district

to be used by the student during his orientation work during the

summer session. This was a "first" in our program and was appre-

elated. both by the representatives from the district and by the

students.

Conference Highlights

The next several pages are news releases summarizing the key

points of the liason conference with the southern group held on

the Bloomington campus February 273 and a similar conference held

by the northern group held in Valparaiso on February 29. Included

also is a presentation, "Getting the Perspective," to both conferences

by the executive coordinator.

ralriaalielliiiii16111111111111,



Excerpts from

GETTING THE PERSPECTIVE

From a taped presentc.tion

by Arthur H. Rice, executive coordinator, Insite

At this time it might be a.)prcvriate to ask the questions" "What

do we really expect to accomplish with this resident teaching project?"

What outcomes do we anticipate? What achievements do we hope for? What

outcomes do we desire? What values do we expect to find?

Traditionally, one would lode to the description of the entire Insite

project for a rationale on internship. But the proposal to the Ford

Foundation was quite unique. It did not argue; it offered very little

rationale. Instead, it listed about twenty assumptions or assertions

pertaining to teacher aducation concerning stich we ought to try to find

some basis of truth or untruth. The proposal was that the grant be

established for experimentation and research concerning these assumptions.

The Ford Foundation agreed, and then made this five-year grant which now

enters its last fifteen months.

Out of those twenty assumptions or proposals seven or eight were

selected for major study and experimentation. Two of those are now

getting majcr consideration. The first is an attempt to combine the

teaching of rethoki.; with the actual experience of practice teaching. Tide

is what we call our Acroclinical Semester. It was conducted during the

past year and will be repeAted for other groups in the 1967-88 school year.
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The other major concern is "intenisidp" or what we now call
"resident teaching." Ewa ly, resident teaching is looked upon as
a package project during the graduate or fifth year of teacher
preparation. The first phase of the package was the "orientation"
this =war for the internships Then cases the internship itself.
The third phase is "follow.up" when the students came back to the
campus.

Unique. ly, then, we are not obligated to prove any thew or
livothesis with regard to internship. Our purpose (yours and

Lune) is to put into practice a program of internship to observe

its wtrength and weaknesses, and to report what we observe, and by
invitation from the School of Education at LIT. to make.recomendations
to it with regard to what we have observed or carcluded.

This means that virile you especially *ill be occupied with the

operatione aspects of supervising, helping, and guiding the intern,

you idil aleo have the opportunity and the responsibility to observe
the many aspects of the internship program in Woe of what it means,

or can mean, or should mean to your district and.to the teaching

profession. It will be our function here at IA. to participate in

these obeervations with you and, as much as possible, help to

coordinate the fact-finding and observation procedures. Other

participants in this program will tell you more about this aspect.

Another unique feature of tads internship program is that

the project itself has not and will not at- Apt to set up a pattern
or model program. We do.have some activities for the intern as a

universal. characteristic.
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of his work upon which se must base our evaluation of his efforts, and

one of the purposes of this conference is to discuss these activities,

one of which we call the "journal." Its purpose primarily is to help the

individual to observe his own problems and experiences and to record them

in such manner that he can share them with others when he comes back to

the campus, and so thi.t he can discuss them with those who are in a position

to help him.

Our advisory committee of superintendents advocated unanamiously tha

each cooperating district establish its own program of special assistance

and consideration for new teachers, and for interns, and that each district

record and evaluate its program in such manner that it can share its

experiences with theother districts. In other words, Insite through this

resident teaching provides a clearinghouse for all cooperating districts

with regard to ways in which the new or beginning teacher, andin our case

the resident teacher, can be helped.

Philosophically, this gives us an opportunity to do ehat many educators

are now saying must be done by the district itself, namely, to take over

greater responsibility tor the preparation of the teacher and particularly

tor internship on the graduate levei. This means that we will have to

arrive at some understanding or procedures by which the district represented

by the liaison will put on paper or otherwise describe and record its

program of working with the intern and the beginning teacher, so that these

activities and results can be recorded and reported collectively by Incite
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and mad* available to all of the cooperating districts. 30no uniform em7o

in which this can be done are now being organized by our consultant and

our staff, and will be brought to your attention soon.

_



Representatives Hear Returning Resident Teachers;
Discuss Evaluation Progrnm at

SOUTHERN LIABOY CONFERrNCE

Appreciation on behalf of the entire Insite staff for the cooperation
received from all the liaison representatives and their respective school
districts was expressed by Dr. Arthur H. Rice, executive coordinator of
the Insite Project, at the opening program of the southern district liaison
conference, Tuesday morning, February 27, 1968. School districts represent-
ed were Washington Township (Indianapolis), Perry Township (Indianapolis),
and Bartholomew Consolidated Schools of Columbus, Indiana.

Dr. R. Bruce Mcquigg, associate coordinator for secondary education,
introduced a tape recording made voluntarily by fifteen resident teachers
who had ccApleted their one semester of internship in the fall term. On
this tape they commented on relationships with the school district which
helped them during their resident teaching experience and those which they
felt required some improvement. The consensus was that they would have ap-
preciated being observed more often and in a greater variety of classroom
situations, these observations leading to more specific constructive criti-
cism of their performance. Several of the resident teachers also suggested
that the school district try to help the incoming resident teachers to find
housing in the community, since during the first semester housing was very
difficult to secure. Each of the interns, however, expressed his gratitude
for the help that was offered by the school personnel, and several mentimed
how much they had appreciated both having their own classrooms in which to
work and having the freedom to try different methods of teaching. They all
agreed that the experience was invaluable. Based upon some of the difficult
ties that the resident teachers encountered, both Insite staff members and
liaison representatives agreed that Insite students should be given additional
instruction concerning low-ability pupils.

Miss Dorothy Skeel then described the TEM Project, another experimental
program in teacher education, which has put to use some of the innovations
developed through the Insite Project. Students participating in tbo TEAM
Project are in their senior year of undergraduate studies. Methods courses
are offered to TEAM students during the first semester of their senior year,
during which the students are involved in teacher aide experiences. During
the second semester of ..cheir senior year, the students do practice teaching
in various public school systems throughout Indiana.

TEAM has been given the opportunity to utilize the Insite simulation
materials in the form of recordinEs, slides, films, Pnd mimeographed mate-
rials to recreate a community and its public schools, in order to provide
a setting for the teacher aide experience and the methods courses. Decision-.
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making situations such as disciplining, grading, and pass-failure problems
are presented through simulation;

During the teacher aide semester, two mornings a week are spent in
an elementary classroom in one of four local public schools. TEAM members
are assigned to the teacher aides for supervision of their experience.
Some of the students will remain in the same schools for their student
teaching the following semester, while others will do their student teach-
ing in various school districts throughout the state.

A limited nokber (not more than twenty-six) of these students will
take the same orientation work 83 the Insite students and will follow
through with the same other reluirements of graduate study as specified
for the Insite students. The:Twill be available for resident teaching
during the academic year 1958.69.

Dr. Vernon Smith, professor of education and moderator for Insitets
innovations in graduate studies, then described the graduate block of
studies offered after the resident teacher returns from his internship
assignment. The program includes a schedule of guest speakers, directing
their comments to topics relevant to the program of studies. Two major
projects on which the students wotk include (l) a group project which
focuses upon areas in which the students need improvement, and (2) an
independent study topic undertaken by each student, examining both his own
areas of weakness and those features of the program which might benefit
ftom change.

After lunch, Dr.. Rice introduced Dr. Gene Rex, Ensite's consultant
on internship, who has been associated with internship programs at Michigan
State University for the past nine years and who is presently the coordinator
of educational psycholog' there. He led a discussion of proposed processes
and instruments of evaluation to be used in connection with the Insite tee-
ident teachers.

There are several reasons for the need for evaluation, said Dr. Rex.
First, the resident teacher will have graduate class work on the campus
te complete before he receives his master's degree; the evaluation should
help to identify any additional tratning or course work which might be
included in this graduate course block and which would be of benefit to
the resident teacher. Second, while the resident teacher is not graded,
as such, for his performance during the internship semester, fifteen cred-
its of yraduate work are attached to the experience; and it must be estab-
lished that his performance was, at the very least, satisfactory. Third,
the resident teaching experience serves as a substantial base for the rec-
ommendation stetement which becomes part of the candidate's confidential
file in the University's placement office. Finally, individaal evaluations
of students will ultimately provide evaluation data of the entire Insite
program, which is needed to determine the effectiveness of the program itsdif.
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At present, he said, there are three major evalu=tion instruments:

(1) The "General Impressions" paper, an unstructured statement which
seeks to find out what those persons closest to the resident teacher think
of him. Dr. Rex suggested that the cooperating faculty member, or "buddy
teacher," write this statement, commenting primarily upon those traits:
which particularly stand out.

(2) The forty-item Insite evaluation, a highly structured instrument
which attempts to touch upon every facet of the student's perforn-nce, both
personal and professional. The building principal or department head will
probably be most qualified to complete this form, since he knows the resident
as a part of a working group for which he is responsible and his concern
will probably focus upon specific teacher behavior.

(3) The comprehensive statement is the official credential file form
and the one which is examined by every prospective employer, and like the
"General Impressions," it is unstructured. Dr. Rex suggests that the li-
aison representatives, having been the first and probably the last person
to speak with the resident teacher, be the individual to whom this important
duty falls. The administrative individual is well acquainted with such in-
struments, since he must examine such statements prior to engaging the Ben-
vices of a new teacher; he can recognize potential, even in view of possible
"first year" difficulties, and he is able to express the promise of this po-
tential to a future employer. He should not hesitate to confer with other
faculty members who have come into contact with the resident teacher, includ-
ing the "buddy teacher" and the principal and/or department head. He should
have the opportunity to make some comparative assessments of all interns
assigned to the school system.

Others at the conference expressed the belief that selection of the
person designated to complete the comprehensive statementshould remain an
administrative decision, to be decided upon finally by the school district.

Dr. Mcluigg then discussed the planning of the second Orientation Sem-
inar for Restient Teachers. The first seminar was held during tho summer
of 1967 and encountered some difficulties. The ourpose of the seminarwas,
and will be, to provide as many school experiences as possible for the stu-
dent before he leaves the campus. In order for htm to hrve experience in
planning, he must have the materials necessary are knowledge of his particu-
lar teaching assignment. Those students whose school districts made their
assignments before the semin-r began and sent the necessary materials found
the seminar to be an extremely helpful experience. However, the students
whose school districts were slower in making assignments and sending school
materials were seriously handicapped and did not fully benefit from the course.
Dr. McQuigg stressed the fact that placement of resident teachers for the
next school year will be partially based upon the school districts° readi-
ness to make teaching assignments early.
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Dr. Arthur Brill will direct the seminar during the summer of 1968 and
will be making visits to the different school districts to solicit ideas
and suggestions for the course.

It was agreed by all in attendance that another meeting would be bene-
ficial. One will be scheduled sometime in May, and newly participating
principals will be invited to take part in the liaison conferences.

The members,of the conference expressed the wish to have a copy of
Inane's annual report to the Ford Foundation, so each district was given
a set of the volumes now available (Parts Two, Three, and Four), plus an
informational brochure entitled, "Four Years of Insite." Part One of the
annual report will be off the press soon and will be sent to those school
districts which, as yet, do not havy the complete set.

JVJ/February 27, 1968



More Preparation for Innen-City Schools,
Say Participants at

FORTITRE LIAISOF Q ITTEME

Requests by resident teachers for more observations and criticism
was heard on a tape recording at the northern district liaison conference
in Valparaiso, Indiana, Thursday, February 29, 1968. School districts
represented were Michigan City, South Bend, La Grange Park (Illinois),
Elkhart, Valparaiso, Wilmette (rllinois), Gary, LaGrange, Hammond, Fort
Wayne, and Hinsdale (Illinois).

Perusal of the forty-item evalu-tion reports, said Dr. R. Bruce
HOQuigg, associate coordinator for secondary education, seems to indicate
that it is easier for a resident teacher to receive a high rating if he is
assigned to an upper socio-economic middle class community and school.
Those resident teachers whose internships were served in a basically non-
white neighborhood, in schools whose students were often only custodial
cases and of generally low ability, receiv-d low ratings in some areas far
more often than did those resident teachers assigned to areas more similar
to those from which they had come.

The statement of this hypothesis led into a discussion of the prepara-
tion needed for beginning teachers to go into inner-city schools where such
circumstances often exist. Several representatives offered the idea of in-
tentionally putting "misfits" into one class with a resident teacher. As
the placement program now stands, the resident teachers are fairly well
matchedowhen possible, to their respective assignments, so that cultural
differences do not present a significant problem. Other liaison persons
objected to this suggestion, however, on the grounds thnt nutting a new
teacher into the most difficult situation possible during his first assign-
ment might discourage even the most stuidy and enthusiastic novice if he is
not prepared to handle such a situation.

The solution, it was agreed, seems to rest in better and more special.
ized preparation for teaching in inner-city schools. The problem of how to
provide this preparation remains unsolved. In Bloomington, as in most small
university towns, there is little opportunity to introduce education students
to inner-city schools; and student teaching assignments are made with the
hope and expectation, on the part of the School of Education, that the stu-
dent teacher will succeed in his role. Therefore, a student teacher will
not often be placed in an especially difficult situation. The hope was ex-
pressed that (1) eventually all education colleges will operate under the
knowledge that individual students require different amounts and different
kinds of student teaching experiences, and that (2) preparation for teaching
in inner-city schools will be made a significant part of teacher education.
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Concerning evaluation techniques, it was suggested that not only the
resident teacher, but also the evaluator be required to fill out i form
which will indicate his attitudgiWrteaching. This personls attitudes
will have a great bearing upon the kind of rating he cives to a resident
teacher. For example, a very conservative teacher might call an innovative
resident teacher "unstructured," while the more innovative teacher would
describe him as "creative."

It was announced by the Insite staff that a highly structured interview
with the returning resident teachers will be conducted and should yield some
valuable and detailed information concerning their experiences.

The Insite staff representatives requested early placement assignments
for the coming school ye-r, in view of 7ome of the difficulties that sura
rounded the resident teachers whose assignments were made late for this
school year.

At this point Dr. Edward G. Buffie, associate coordinator for elementary
education, described the TEAM Projects adding to Dr. Skeelfs report that
participants plan to do research on the performances of their TEAM students.
The TEAM staff will seek to determine whether there is any notable difference
between the teaching performances of the Insite resident teachers and the
TEAM resident teacheroxnext year.

Dr. Gene Rex, consultant on internship for the Insite Project, then led
a discussion of the proposed instruments and processes of evaluations ex.-
plaiMmg the reasons for evaluation and the methods which he feels to be
most effective. He emphatically suggested the use of conferencediscussion
prior to evaluetion, so that all resource persons will have the opportunity
to offer the information which they have acquired about the resident teadher.

The liaison represertatives will be informed of the exact date of the
next meeting as soon as it has been decided upon. This meeting will be
scheduled for sometime in May.

JVJ/February 29, 1968



THE INSITE ORIENTATION SEIvIINAR FOR RESIDENT TEACHING

Reported by Dr. Jean York, Associate Director

The orientation seminar for the prospective eighty resident teachers in
both the elementary and secondary groups was held during the summer of 1967
from June 27 to August 3. The class met on Tuesdays and Thursda af each
week from 3:05 to 5:00 p.m. for eleven meetings or twenty-two contact hours.
For the majority of the students, it was the final contact before they would be
employed in the schools as resident teachers.

The general pattern for the seminar was planned by an advisory committee
composed of Dean Philip Peak (Dean of the Undergraduate Division of the School of
Education), Dr. Edward G. Buffie (Associate Coordinator for Elementary Education),
Dr. R. Bruce McQuigg (Associate Coordinator for Secondary Education), Dr. John R.
Beck (Staff Associate), and Mrs. York (Associate Director of the Resident Teaching
Seminar). These seminars were planned over a period of many weeks. At this
time each member of the team reacted to the purposes for the seminar, to the
kind of presentation which would best fit the objectives, and to the pacing of the
assignments that the students were being asked to complete.

Seminar Planners Specify Goals for the Seminar

The team planning the seminar had four broad goals which they thought
should be furthered (luring summer seminar. The first goal was to relate the
students' academic experience and student teaching to their teaching tasks in
the internship period. The second goal was to relate the experience of the
internship to the graduate courses which would follow the internship. The
third goal was to obtain feedback for the University concerning the students'
attitudes toward teaching. The fourth goal was to provide a closer relation-
ship between the University and the public schools which are cooperating in
the Insite project by having the resident teachers in their school system.

It was believed that the seminar should include participation from the
local districts in order to further the fourth goal of bringing a closer relation-
ship between University and public school and to relate the students' academic
experience and student teaching experience to their teaching tasks in the intern
period.

The notes and materials from previous conferences held with the liaison
officers from each of the public schools were analyzed. During this analysis it
was found that local school districts were desirous of having the resident teachers
aware of the various kinds of services offered by the central office. They further
wished to have the resident teachers more knowledgeable about long-range planning,
short-range planning, and wished to have the students to be more knowledgeable
about classroom discipline and school law.



The members of the team who represented the University were desirous
of obtaining feedback from the resident teachers concerning their attitudes toward
teaching and were also desirous of relating the experience of the internship to the
graduate courses which would follow.

Thus, it was decided that two modes or methods of instruction would be
utilized. These two methods were the lecture method and the small group method.
Lectures were planned to discuss topics wherein new knowledge was brought to the
attention of the resident teachers. Small group activities were planned where the
topic far discussion made it evident that participation was desirable.

Professional Assignment of Roles

It was decided by the team planning this seminar that Mrs. York would
assume the task of introducing speakers, carrying on correspondence with the
students who were off campus for the summer, keeping records, making an
evaluation form for the seminar, and providing materials for the annual report.
Drs. McQuigg and 13uffie were assigned the task of recapping the earlier course
work that the students had completed and explaining the Journal which the resident
teachers would use as they were in the local school systems. It was their respon-
sibility to plan the Journal, explain it to the resident teachers, and carry on the
seminar meeting which was devoted to this task.

Summary of Insite Meetings

Tuesday, June 27 -- Orientation to course.
Thursday, June 29 -- The Child, Teacher, and Curriculum Development; The

Child, Teacher, and Supervision.
Thursday, July 6 -- Special Services for Students; Psychologist, Sociologist,

Medical.
Tuesday, July 11 -- Long-Range Planning and Integration of Academic Areas.
Thursday, July 13 -- Long-Range Planning.
Tuesday, July 18 -- The Journal.
Thursday, July 20 -- Planning for the First Two Weeks of School.
Tuesday, July 25 -- Pupil-Teacher Planning.
Thursday, July 27 -- School Law
Tuesday, August 1 -- Feedback on Weekly Planning
Thursday, August 3 -- Evaluation of Teacher's Assessment of Attitude.

Minutes were talcen of each of the lecturer's speeches by Mrs. York,
and these are included in this report. Copies were forwarded to Dr. Rice,
Dean Peak, Dr. McQuigg, and Dr .Buffie a few days after each meeting.

Evaluation of the Seminar

An evaluation form for the seminar has been prepared by Mrs. York in
which the students will have an opportunity to evaluate how effectively the four
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objectives of the course were met. The evaluation includes (1) their reaction
to each of the speakers, (2) their reaction to the small group process, (3) eval-
uation of tliz written assignments on long-range planning and short-range planning,
(4) and their evaluation of personal factors which may haie affected the success of
the summer orientation course for them.

Suggestions for Improvement of the Seminar

k was apparent during the summer semester that many of the students were
laboring under a heavy academic load. This was evident as numerous students came
for personal conferences with Mrs. York. They explained that they were carrying
nine or ter hours of classes, and that they did not presently have time for the
written assignments of the orientation seminar. A second factor that was quite
evident was that despite the fact that the local school district wished the resident
teacher to become knowledgeable about their school system and their school
curriculum materials, one-third of the systems did not have the materials
available for the resident teachers when the seminar began. At the mid-term
point, there were still eight or nine students who did not have materials or
teaching assignments from the local district. A third area of concern was the
fact that the students who will be doing their resident teaching in the spring
rather than in the fall were separated in time for such a long duration that the
planning did not offer sufficient motivation. Fourth, eleven students were not on
campus for the orientation; Dr. McQuigg, Dr. Buffie, Dean Peak, and Mrs. York
designed assignments for them to be completed by mail. However, letters from
these people indicated the very reason for their absence made it impossible far
many of them to complete their assignments, i.e. , vacation in Montreal, a
vacation in New York, a trip abroad, or illness.

Another factor which should be considered for improvement of the seminar
is the matter of space. Space was at such a premium in the building and on the
entire campus that when group meetings were held, two and three groups had to
meet in one room. As each of these groups attempted to function in such small
quarters, it was difficult to hear and to obtain the kind of participation which
warrants group work activity.

Lastly, it would appear that every resident teacher should have knowledge
of the professional role he is to fulfill in the local school system before he enrolls
in the seminar. Nine or ten of the resident teachers had no knowledge as to which
grade level or subject area they were to teach. Hence, it was impossible for them
to plan adequately and with motivation when they had neither knowledge of the role
they were to play nor materials with which to work.

Conclusions

The effect of the summer orientation seminar for resident teachers cannot
be evaluated until the students complete the evaluation form of the course and the



superintendents and liaison people from the local districts react personally to
members of the University staff as to the preparedness of these beginning
teachers, compared to beginning teachers who have not had the Insite program
and the summer orientation. One Jifficulty that must be recognized is that
many of the participating school districts have one or two teachers in their
system. k would be unfair to make an evaluation of all Insite teachers'
capabilities or the success of the Insite program dependent upon the work
of one or two teachers. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the teacher is
affected by the placement of any teacher in a particular building. k is
desirable to survey the attitude of principals and superintendents towards
the performance of the Insite teachers; however, the data obtained must be
analyzed with care.

Lastly, the students responses on the two forms of evaluation should
serve as a meaningful tool in the analysis of the worth of the Orientation Seminar
for Resident Teaching.
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PLANS FOR THE SECOND ORIENTATION SEMINAR

Seventy-five or more Insite students will be placed in resident teaching

positions during the school year 1968-69, and most of them will be enrolled

in our orientation seminar &Ting the sinumer of 1968. These individuals

will have received their teaching assignments by the middle of May, mid

will have an opportunity to visit with their future employers when liaison

from the coonerating school districts meet on the campus in Bloomington

for a two-day conference.

Profiting from an evaluation of the orientation seminar last summer,

we will change the emphasis to concentrate more upon the study of materials

(such as policies, guidelines and textbooks) supplied by the district and

schedule less time for structured teaching. The students will also spend

considerable time in studying the forty criteria upon which their work as a

beginnhig teacher will be evaluated in the districts next year, and also studying

how they may use this instrument for self evaluation during their resident teaching.

Resident teachers who served their internship during 1967-68 will be

back on the campus this summer for their six-hour block of special graduate

studies and they will participate in discussion groups with the orientation

students who are preparing to follow them in the field as interns.

Moderator for the orientation seminar will be Arthur Brill, principal of

the Elementary Division of the University Schools, where the Insite students

have spent a semester in the methods-and-practice-teaching-integrated program

known as the acroclinical semester. Thus, Mr. Brill is fully acquainted with the

Insite program and has been a participant'in its administration.

I



AN INNOVATION IN GRADUATE STUDIES

A special course for Resident Teachers following their internship
Reported by Dr. Vernon H. Smith, Moderator

A six-semester-hour graduate course in education identified

as E590/S590 was designed for students in the graduate phase of

the INSITE program. The course, an inter-divisional offering, is

scheduled during the term following the resident semester of

teaching. Thirty-three students, nineteen elementary and fourteen

secondary, were enrolled in the course during the spring semester,

1968.

planxsin._...L..the Course

Philip Peak, associate dean of the School of Education,

suggested the following guidelines for planning the course:

(1) to design a course relevant to the recent past experience

(the residcnt teaching semester) and the future professional plans

of the students, (2) to desi4;n a course of integrated educntional

studies (curriculum, instruction, measurement, and psychology), and

(3) to design a course that might become part of the fifth-year

program for other graduate students in the School of Education.

Dcan Peak made it clear that the team uns free to plan and develop

the course without fUrther restrictions.

A faculty team of five was assigned to the class: two members

from the Department of Educational Psychology of the Division of

Social Foundations and Human Behavior, Richard Coop and Asghar

Razavieh; one member fram the Department of Secondary Education of

the Division of Curriculum and Instruction, Vernon H. Smith; and

two graduate assistants, one fram each division, Carol Iskawich

and Norman Dixon. Professors Harold Shane and Harold Spears were
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asked to act as consultants to the team.

The tentative plans for the course were based on an examination

of the Insite annual reports, on suggestions submitted by the stu-

dents while in thAr resident semester of teaching, on suggestions

from Professors Buffie and licQuigg, who had worked with these stu-

dents in earlier phases of the Insite program, and on the reactions

of Professors Shane and Spears, mho met with the team to discuss

the plans for the course.

During the semester the instructional team met once a we,* for

planning and evaluation.

Organization of the Course

The course has been appropriately described as a "three-ring

circus." One ring consisted of general sessions scheduled each

Monday for a double period (2:304:00 p.m.) for all students and

the members r.Nf the instructional team.

Usually a guest from the School of Education faculty was invited

to each of these sessions to discuss an area that was of concern or

interest to a majority of the students. For example, Professor

%Mimi Lynch, chairman of the Departmcnt of Educational Psychology,

discussed motivation; Professor Harold Spears of the Department ef

School Administration, discussed the role of the teacher in the

profession. Professor Harold Shane, former dean of the School of

Education, met with the group twice to discuss his projection of

the future of education. Professor David Gliessman, who met with

the group early, scheduled several additional sessions to try a unit

that he is developing on diagnosing individual problems of learning.

Three general sessions later in the semester featured films on topics

related to educational psychology and follow-up discussions. The
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final general session was used for the studentst evaluation of the

course.

Group Pro'ects

The second phase of the course consisted of grouR projects. From

a number of areas related to teaching performance, each student

indicated his first three choices. All students were then assigned

to groups working in the area of their first choice. The size of

these groups varied from three to seven.

Various groups studied the diagnosis and treatment of individual

learning problems, discipline in the classroom, measurement and the

classroom teacher, new approaches in elementary reading, and problems

in teaching the cultura14 different. The original list of possible

topics for group study had been compiled from the concerns of stu-

dents that were reported during the resident teaching semester. One

faculty member and one graduate assistant were assigned to each

group.

Group meetings were scheduled two dvys per week. A member of

the instructional team net with each group at every other meeting,

sometimes oftener, to offer suggestions, answer questions, and observe

progress.

Each group turned in a plan which defined the group project and

each menterls role. Each group produced a final written report and

made an oral presentation to the general session.

IndgmhalStudies

The third phase of the course was independent study. During the

first week of the course students were asked to analyze their journals

and hypothesis tests from the resident teaching semester and to turn
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in a list of ways in uhich their teachina Esyfonce might improve.

airing the second week students turned in Um more possible areas

for independent investigation.

These two assignments were used in a short conference with each

student to decide on the most productive topic for independent study.

Students were not allowed to pick individual study topics related

to their group's project, but they could select topics in the areas

of other groups: topics. The student then wrote a brief plan or

contract and was assigned to the faculty team member who was best

qualified to assist in the chosen area. Each student met individually

with this team member at least every other week (a total of four to

six individual conferences of approximately thirty minutes each).

Each student turned in a written report on his independent stOy

project.

Thus the three phases of the course, although they opernt

independently, were related because the basis for each phase

originated with the concerns of the students, particularly thosec1 IIMMINUMIND =0.10 1
concerns that arose during the resident teaching experience. The

genera] focus nf the course was on the analysis of, and the improve-

ment of, teaching performance.

Students Grades

The course grade was determined by the group written and oral

reports and by the independent study report. Because of the nature

of the course, there was no final examination.

Student Evaluation of the Course

In general, students reacted favorably to the course. (See

attached summary of student evaluations.) bore than 80 per cent of

'
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the students rated tau: course outstanding or good. More than 80

per cent preferred this course to tuo regular three-hour courses.

Three-fourths of the students indicated they spent more or much more

time in this course than on six other hours of graduate work.

Independent study was the most popular aspect of the course.

Twenty-seven of the thirty-three students rated it as very satisfactory.

Twenty-four felt it was the most worthwhile aspect of the course.

The group projects also were popular, with about half of the

students rating them as very satisfactory. Group work was more

popular with the elementary teadhers than with the secondary teachers.

The general sessions with guest speakers were less popular.

Although sone students felt that individual speakers were outstanding,

twelve reported that this part of the course was unsatisfactory, and

twenty felt it was the least worthwhile aspect of the course. This

was not surprising, since it was not possible to integrate these

sessions with the parts of the course involving most of the students'

effort and time. The Gliessman Unit was relatively popular. Other

aspects of the course received relatively neutral ratings.

To preserve as much objectivity as possible, the evaluation was

anonymous and timed so that students were aware that their evaluations

could have no effect on their grades in the course.

Needs for Further Training

The students were asked to list areas in which they felt the need

for further academic or professional training. Although several

important areas were listed -- discipline, methods, motivation,

evaluation, providing for individual differences, teaching the cul-

turally different -- one area was mentioned more frequently than all

others, reading. Mbre than half of the elementary teachers listed
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the teaching of readinc as a major conrern. During thc semester

the students involved in the group project on readily, had used a

questionnaire on the class members. They reported that 85 par cent

of the elementary teachers and 65 per cent of the secondary teachers

mtre concerned about classroom problums related to the teaching of

reading.



SUMMARY OF STUMM' EVALUATIONS

E590/8590
The Graduate Study of Teaching

Course Evaluation

1. Please rate each of the following:

a; Guest speakers
b. Group projects
c. Film discussions
d. the Gleismnan Unit
e. Independent Projects
f. Library Sessions
g. Group Reports

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Very Satis-
(should be elimin- factory
ated) (should be

increased)

12

10

0

19 2

1

1;F::
13

2. Most worthwhile aspect of the course? (Explain if necessary)

Ind. Projects 24
Grp. Repcets 12

Gliessman Unit. 2

3. Least iorthwhile aspect of the course? (Explain if necessary)

Guest Speakers 20
Films 6
Library Sessions 4
Gliessman Unit 2

14. Compared to other courses you have hads how would you rate this course?

6 Outstanding 22 Good j Mediocre 0 Poor

5. How much time have you spent on this course canpared to that spent on
six other hours of graduate work?

much more 10 more 7 sass 1 loss 0 much lese

6. Time spent on individual and group reports outside of scheduled classes?
(Approximate hours per week)

Individual Report 14.6 hrs. sec. Group Report 4.3 hrs. sec.Ws. elem. 6.0 hrs. elem.

7. Would you prefer two regular three-hour education courses instead of the
six-hour course?

5 Yes 28 No
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PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Reported by Arthur H. Rice

Do something worth while first, then talk about itl

-
This viewpoint .2rcyarlad in the early stages of the Inaite

program.

Unlike a minter of these projects me have observed, me did

not take newspaper and magazine space to tell about what we mere

going to do but rather we concentrated on doing it.

Now the time has come for us to tell others who maybe inter-

ested just what we have done and what me think we have learned from

our experiences.

A. publications and public relations program for the remaining

years of Insite was outlined to the Dean of the School of Education

in a letter dated January 23, 1968. It read, in part:

"It is obvious that the ultimate benefits and values of the

Insite Ptoject will become tangible through the impact and con.

tinuing influence it has upon teacher preparation in all institutions.

The latter can be accomplished through the interpretation of Insitels

experiences and conclusions in the form of publications and other

graphic materials.

"During the remainder of the programi, this publication ftinction

becomes especially important, since the progrom will have much to

offer to the public and to the .'eaching profession in terms of its

experiments and its findings.

"The completion of the peogram (Insite) will occur in June of

1969. The evaluation of the resident teaching program, and its

implications as to the total effectiveness of the entire Insite

Program, will be substantiated by Observations that can be made during

that final year.
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"This would mem that the ultimate publication would be

scheduled for pmblication as a Anal summary and interpretation of

the entire program in terms of what it Pan and should mean to

teacher education.

"It is commonly believed that most experimental programs in

teacher education, such as the Insite Project, come and go and are

soon forgotten. If true, it mcv- -ue that primarily the experiment

itself was not significant. But there could be, and are, other

reasons. It maybe that the individuals who participated in the

experiment, and even those who supervise it, nuor not have had the

wide experience and broad knowledge of tbe field that uvuld enable

them to relate their projects to the entire field or to factors

within the field. I think, too, that a number of these projects

fail to make aa impact because the program itself does not provide

for competent interpretation and analysis and for effective communi-

cation.

"In other words, the project itself may have had much to offer

the profession, and even the public, if it had been interestingly

reported, effectively analyzed and interpretedl and then graphically

presented in an attractive manner.

°The unique nature of the Insite Project, with its opportunity

to experiment with many assumptions and beliefs without being obli-

gated to prove any predetermined theory, has resulted in a nuMber of

experiments and observations and, in some instances, some validated

conclusions that can and should have meaning and interest for all

who are interested in teacher education. This kind of service was

anticipated when the proposal was made, and adequate funds were pro-

vided for preparation and distribution of several publications.
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"Insite has anticipated that in its final stage, it will add

much of vtlue to others, and therefore it has instigated from the

start its min methods of recording; of getting pictures and films;

of obtaining opinions and recommendations from those who have been

involved in various stepa; and is now in a position to concentrate

on this communication and publication ;base of the entire program.

"Two publications already paanned are intended to interpret

and apply findings in the area of simulation and in the operation

of our Acroclinical Semester (with =Phasic' upon the integration

of methods and practice teaching).

"If Insite continues its program of resident teaching through

the academic year of 1968-69, it will accumulate additional

experiences with intcrnship and further evaluation of the total

program, all of which could culminate in a final story of Insite

to be ready for publication when the project officially closes.

"Of ccurse, not all communication is written. A great deal of

the effective 'spreading of the gospel' could take place within the

next year and a half through all presentation at conventions, seminars,

and conferences.

"During the coming semester, we will offer for the second time

the complete Acroclinical Semester for both the elementary and

secondary groups. The Acroclinical Semester itself has bee% in

the opinion of many, probably one of the two outstanding achievements

of the entire Insite program. It is demonstrated -- in the opinian

of faculty, students, and employers of these students -- that there

is something inherently better in the integration of methods and

practice teaching as ammo of daveloping skills and competencies

in the beginning teacher.
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"Next semester we uill have the opportunity to fur,hcr perfect

our techniques, to increase our understandings, to iiscover the

things that nre basic in this preparation, and to seek a way of

putting into a broader and less expensive process the values that

the Acroclinical Semester is demonstrating.

"Throughott this academic yertr and next year, me mill be

involved in the phase of the Innite Program that had the greatest

appeal to our Fbrd Fbundation representative uho visited our campus

and studied our activities. I am referring to our internship or

resident teacher experiment.

"There is so very, very much that we need to learn about the

strengths and weaknesses of teachers who have been produced by the

Insite program. At the same time, there is nnch we need to learn

about the internship itself, and especially the manner in which the

local districts who are cooperating with US would like to work with

Ina= University in an internship program.

"Also, it is through our stu* of these resident teachers as

products of the Insite program that we can hope to arrive at same

valid estimate as to the effectiveness of the various experimental

activities that constitute the innovations of the total program."

Now the question is: - Will these reports be prepared, and if

so, in what form win they be published and to whom will they be

distributed? Before we explore this questionl let's take a look at

what has been done to date in the may of informing the profession

concerning the nature of the Insite project.

Publications Sent to Selected List

Our first nationwide distribution uas the mailing of an

illustrated 3rochure identified as the "Insite Reporter." This

4 4,0,4-ta"Aota,44014411414141ror---.7
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was sent to a mailing list of approximately two thousand individuals

or institutions that me thought muld be especially interested in this

experimental program in teacher education. This list included, as

might be expected, libraries in teacher training institutions, deans

of schools or colleges of education, outstanding professors of

education or directors of instruction, research agencies having an

interest, in teacher preparation, state departments of public educa-

tion, and publications that have a stated interest in teacher prepara-

tion, such as official publications of teacher organizations.

Within the past few months we have mailed to the same selected

group two other informational brochures, one entitled "Four Years

of Insite" and the other "Insite in Action." Rather than describe

these publications verbally, I suggest that the reader observe again

these two brochures as they were incorporated in the first chapter

of this report. The purpose of these two brochures was to acquaint

the nation with the experimentation and fact finding that has been

taking place here, and to advise them of further reports that are

available or are expected to be made available.

Sections of Annual Report Made Available

Having in mind that there would be some special interest in

certain phases of this year's annual reports we have published the

report in five sections, and have made available one or more of these

sections to those who have expressed a special interest. As for

example: Part V which describes in much detail the Creative Arts

Workshop, and Part III and IV which describe the elementary and

secondary divisions of the Acroclinical Semester, and Part II which

deals primarily with the resident teaching program.
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Altho%h funds originally were budEeted for the inexpensive

publication of further reports., and their distribution to key

people in the profession, this part of the project has been

sacrificed, at least temporarily. Meantime, it is my belief that

the preparation of these reports should be continued and be

available, in the hope that some way will be found to carry these

findings, recommendations, and conclusions to the profession in

adequate but inexpensive pUblications. One manuscript is now really.

It is the story of how simulation materials and techniques have been

developed by Insite for use in the professional preparation of

teachers. We believe that this story would be of much interest

and great help to individuals who see the potentialities of simula-

tion as an instrument and way of teaching. However, the investment

that has been made in the pioneering will reap only minimum results

if these findings are not shared on a broad scale.

Insite Has Significant Things to Report

AB stated at the beginning of this chapter, we did not seek

newspaper or magazine space until we had significant things to report.

One of the developments that we consider truly significant is the

living evidence that individuals who have been prepared for teaching

through the Insite program are obviously better prepared for the pro-

fession than the average beginning teacher.

This fact and the evidence supporting it wra.s shared with

105,000 readers of the Nation's Schools (a monthly magazine going

to administrators and school boards) in the monthly editorial page

writtm by the executive coordinator of the Insite project. Prior

to coming to the Indiana University campus and becoming the
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executive coordinator for Insite, Dr. Rice had been editor of this

magazine for nearly seventeen years.

As might be surmised, the professional members of the staff have

been in demand for programs where the audiences would be especially

interested in teacher preparation and to some extent there has been

time for us to accept such invitations. No special effort has been

made to place these people on programs because they have much of

their time required for the experiment itself. However, from this

point on these individuals will have much to offer programs and con-

ferences, because of their own rich experience in the unique and

broad scope of the Insite program.

At the tine of this writing, the outlook for effective and com-

prehensive analysis and interpretation of the findings of what me

believe Insite has learned and demonstrated is rather dismal. And

so, unfortunately, this chapter ends on a minor chord. The following

pege is a reprint of the article in the Nation's Schools.
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LOOKING FORWARD / Arthur H. Rice

Indiana finds new teachers
respond to new training

There are better ways to prepare
individuals for the teaching profes-
sion better than the convention-
al methods in our universities and
colleges today. We now seem to
have living evidence.

For nearly five years, a program
of experimentation to prepare stu-
dents for teaching has been in op-
eration here at Indiana University.
It is known as Insite (Instructional
Systems in Teacher Education )
and is financed primarily by the
Ford Foundation.

Our living evidence is docu-
mented by a comprehensive evalu-
ation now completed by 19 school
districts in four Midwestern states
and Hawaii, where 49 of our Insite
students interned during the past
semester as beginning teachers.

Of these 49 students, 35 or 71
per cent of the entire group
were rated as "good" or "excellent"
on not one but all 40 of the evalu-
ating criteria. Of the entire group,
only three were rated as generally
poor or ineffective.

Interns rated 40 ways
The 40 characteristics used for

evaluating these interns were de-
fined cooperatively by Insite's pro-
fessional staff and by representa-
tives of participating districts.

Evaluation of the resident teach-

Dr. Rice, editorial adviser to NATION'S
Scnools and propssor of education at
Indiana University, Bloomington, is co-
ordinator, Instructional Systems in
Teacher Education, Indiana University.
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ers has been done either by the
building principal, the department
head, an assistant superintendent,
a companion teacher, or by two or
three of these individuals working
together. In each case, the district
selected as evaluators the individ-
uals it considered most competent
to express judgments.

Here are some of the chara ter-
istics on which the entire grnup
was rated:

"Develops long - range plans
which include behavioral objec-
tives for his pupils and himself."

"Has gained the confidence and
respect of his pupils."

"Has related won with other
members of the teaching and serv-
ice staff of the school."

"Plans well for the use of audio-
visual media."

"Gives directions, interprets and
explains in ways which are ade-
quate to the needs of his pupils."

"Uses a variety of evaluation
technics, that is, oral quizzes, be-
havioral observation, discussion,
problem-solving activities, short
quizzes, formal examinations."

"Makes use of consultation and
advice."

"Has presented himself to par-
ents as a professional deserving of
their confidence and support."

What are the reasons for the ob-
viously better preparation of these
students as demonstrated by their
superior performance as beginning
teachers?

Were they especially selected or

screened for their enrollment in the
program? No! There was no
screening. These students enrolled
voluntarily when they were fresh-
men at I.U. for an accelerated four
years and three summers of prepa-
ration, ending in a master's degree.
Through interviews, tests and ex-
amination of the records for each
phase of the- program, we are now
seeking the answers to these ques-
tions:

lnsite evaluates itself
Are these records of better per-

formance partly the result of the
opportunities for students to partic-
ipate in group discussions in
classes, seminars and workshops
and in informal visits and confer-
ences with all their teachers, ob-
servers and counselors?

From the very start, we consid-
ered Insite students mature indi-
viduals. Personal acquaintances be-
tween students and teachers were
encouraged through social occa-
sions. The entire effort was perme-
ated by the philosophy that we
were working together not only
preparing the individual as a
teacher, but also experimenting in
this new dream of a better way for
teacher education.

These beginning teachers seem
to have more professional poise,
more personality, and a sense of
better human relations. Is this be-
cause early in their preparation
they participated in three different
seminars in which they were made



acquainted with other disciplines
and with authorities in those disci-
plines both in the natural and
social sciences and in the humani-
ties?

By conversations, lectures and
actual observations, they learned
about the impact of these disci-
plines upon society and about what
these disciplines can mean in their
own lives.

Or is the real key to better prep-
aration the realistic way in which
the teaching of methods is interre-
lated with actual practice teaching,
while at the same time the student
acquires skills in the use of audio-
visual equipment and makes use of
A-V resources and technics during
all practice teaching? This control
of an entire semester of a student's
time for contacts with children,
and for counseling, demonstra-
tions, instruction and evaluation by

a team of teachers, is enhanced by
realistic simulations of actual
teaching situations.

How helpful was the workshop
for elementary teachers in which
music, art and the dance were
interwoven as multiple approaches
for learning?

And how much did it help to
provide a special summer work-
shop for Insite students just before
they went out on their resident-
teaching assignments in the fall
a workshop that oriented them to
the subject or grade, and to the
building and the district and the
community where they were to do
their resident teaching?

We believe that an intern's ac-
tual responsibility for a classroom
in a public school system, with spe-
cial guidance and counsel from the
district itself, is a partnership that
offers the greatest promise for the
improvement of teacher prepara-
tion.

Forty-four more of our students
are now placed in 19 school dis-
tricts in Indiana, Illinois, Missouri
and Hawaii in resident-teaching
positions. Next year, 80 or more of
our Insite products will be similar-
ly placed in several Midwestern
states.

Meantime, a simplified and less
costly plan of integhting methods
and practice teaching, known here
as our clinical Semester, has
been recommended to the I.U.
School of Education. Its pattern
will be offered for study by other
teacher-training institutions.

There is no grand finale to this
story, because the last chapter is
still being written. But there is
much encouragement from the in-
terest now being expressed by nu-
merous teacher-training agencies in
the f:rentry.

Two informational brochures are
just off the press, one entitled
"Four Years of Insite" and the oth-
er Insite in Action." Compli-
mentary copies are available, as
long as the supply lasts, from In-
site, Suite 109, School of Educa-
tion, Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, Ind. 47401.

Reprinted from NATION'S SCHOOLS,

June 1968

Copyright 1968 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.

All 'lights reserved. Printed in U.S.A.



SIMULATION - A STORY ALL OF ITS OWN

Simulation has many connotations. As used in this report, it

refers to two types of reAlhacted situations which are intended to

evoke discussion and often excitement and emotion concerning pro-

fessional decisions or behavior.

For same purposes, these simulated situations were created

hypothetically to illustrate a particular principae or policy.

However, major emphasis was placed upon producing naterials and

developing techniques which would re-create actual happenings or

situations, as observed in one or more school districts, so that

the student would be studying realities rather than theories. Of

course, all of these situations had to be disguised as to the actual

identity of the individuals involved, but without modification of

the facts.

A Pioneer Development

Insite believes that in some unique ways it has pioneered in

the development of materials and techniques for the use of simula-

tion ir the preparation of a teacher. The manner in which the pro-

ject evolved has been described in previous annual reports.

The extensive development of simulation nmterials and their

utilization in the Acroclinical Semester is a story all of its own.

So much sop in fact, that we are making it a separate story and pre-

paring it as a separate report, to be completed on or about June 30.

The publication form is yet to be determined, but Insite hopes

to make this story available to the entire profession. Meantime,

the high points of this developmental program in simulation are

described by the associate coordinators for elementary and secondary

education. Their statements follow. With regard to the use of
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simulatian in the elementary division of the Acroclinical Semesters

Dr. Edward G. Buffie explained:

"Simulation is a type of readiness activity in which students

develop an appreciation and understanding of the total role played

by the teacher. A fUll week of instructian is devoted to a study

and analysis of a simulated community and its schools. Focus iS

upon the classroom teachers and the classes which they teach. At

this junctures simulation serves to provide a common reference point

for elementary majors as they begin their professional study and

analysis of teaching.

Deals with everts that have occurred

"As it has been developed for the element^ry division, simu-

lation reflrs only to events which already have occurred, not meraly

those which might occur at some time.

"A small Indiana community was chosen to be the subject of

this simulation studys and the materials mhich were collected for use_

in this study include color slides, audio-slide sets, films, audio

tapes, and various written data. The materials deal in same way

with the community itself (i.e., recreational and religious facil

ities, Industry, and so on), the schools, particular teachers, and

classrooms. The malts concern pupils, teachers, administrators,

parents, and any other persons involved with the schools. The

students study and analyze all the material available to them ands

finally, they are asked to make decisions concerning the events .

whiah have occurred.
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"In this way, the Insite student enjoys the rare opportunity

of examining a problem, deciding what action to take, but not yet

having to 'suffer the consequences' of a possible mistake. He

becomes familiar with the responsibilities of a teacher before he

must actually exercise them himself."

Professional Problems for Secondary Group

For students preparing to teadh in the secondary grades, the

situations and problems that were simulated pertain primarily to

professional phases of teaching and were not related to methods of

teaching a pmeticular subject. The preparation of these materials

and their use during the Acroclinical Semester wms under the direction

of Dr. R. Bruce McQuigg, Dr. McQuigg summarizes the program as

follows:

"In the introductory phase, hypothetical situations that could

occur in apy school were studied. The purpose wms to motivate the

class to make decisions that would confront a student teacher. This

was in contrast to the Capstone or final phase of the Acroclinical

Semester, in which the re-created problems were based upon actual

situations originating in a school district in Indiana. In these

concluding dgys of thP semester the student (through simulation)

played the role of ate/inning teacher, while at the beginning of the

semester the student (thvough simulation) paayed the role of a

student teacher.

"The actual circumstances or situations in the Indiana school

district were re-created by means of slides and motion pictures taken

both tn the school and in the community, and audio-tape recordings
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of conversations between teachers and parents, between teadhers and

students, and between administration and faculty, and by means of

other taped conversations or discussions.

The simulatedmaterials presented problams or activities such

as these:

1. Factors to consider in the selection of a community in

which one would like to teach.

2. Studying the secondary school in the community to see if

it is a desirable place for an individual to teach.

3. Identification of factors concerning the beginning teacher

which the administrators in a school district consider to

be important.

4. Contacts between parents and teachers on questions con-

cerning the curriculum.

5. Ways of helping students who are not active in school.

6. Facts to be considered if one chooses to join in a teacher

organization.

7. Decision, making in cases of serious student misbehavior,



The Occasion. Appropriately, the theme for the sixteenth annual
conference of the Southeastern Association of School Business Officials
was "the Shape of things to come." COnsistant with this theme, the
nature of things to come in teacher education was described in the
keynote address of the convention by the executive coordinator of Insite.

The commotion too* place March 29-31, 1967, in Charleston, South

Carolina, =dyes attended by school business officials from the

thirteen southeastern states of the nation. Since Dr. Bice's remarks

related to both the purpose and the program of Instructional Systems
in Teacher Education, it seemed pertinent to include excerpts from

the address in this annual report.

IMPROVEMENTS OF TEACHER =MICK

Excerpts from Address by Dr. Arthur E. Rice, Executive Coordinator,

Instructional Systems in Teacher Education, at Sixteenth Annual

Conference of Southeastern Association of School Business Officials,

March 29, 1967, at Charleston, South Carolina

It is axiomatic that the teacher makes the school, and if we are

going to improve public education we must improve the preparation of the

teacher.

It is my contention that we know numerous ways in which the
nreparation of the teacher can be greatly, improved. We think we have
Lally desonstrated a number of these ways in the project that I direct
at Indies& University, known as Instructional Systems in Teacher

Education. It has been in operation now nearly four years. Ws ars
working with students and teachers in actual programs, not in laboratory

situations or in theoretical demonstrations. I am not going to try to

deecribe the program itself, but rather will offer mime of my own con-

clusions.

So much of our teacher training la traditional and based upon

assumptions that never have been tested or proved. The project that

I direct is known as /mite, taken from the first letters of its long

name. It is rather unique in that the !Ord Foundation granted funds

for experimentation without any commitment to prove anything spew
ciftcally, The people who planned this, and this *aglow Wean
my time at Ia.) came to lise Ford-Foundation with about twenty



assumptions and assertions that they said ought to be tried. Are they
real, or are they not? Will they work, or watt they? We'd like your
help so that we can actually put these assumptions and ideas into a
working program, they told the Foundation.

(a) Avoids Duplication and Boredom in Teaching of Methods

One of these assumptions is that there is a great deal of
duplication in the courses required and taken by teachers in preparation.
Our project could not be concerned with all of them, but we did take up
the question as to whether there is considerable duplication in the way
we teach methods. Even more serious, we said, is the fact that students
are required to take courses in methods, such as how to teach reading,
or how to teach Spanish, sdthout any actual contact with students or
any experience in teaching going with it. And so, these students tell
me that they are bored with the fact that they are preparing a lesson
plan for teaching something in English, shall we say, and then it is
just thrown away. It has no real meaning. It has no value.

All this has developed, / think, because of the tremendously
large numbers that we have to put through this so-called teacher
training process. We herd them into classrooms and do this kind of
theoretical business away from the apprenticeship that we had many
years ago.

Before I go any further, perhaps I should tell you that we
have enrolled in various of our experimental activities close to 400
students. Not all of them are taking the full four-year treatment,
but close to 200 will continue through four years and three summers
and qualify for a master's degree. These students are moving through
the program in three different groups, which started at different times.
We now have our second group taking what we call the Acroclinical
Semester. Don't let tint name fool you. It means the peek time at
which they come in contact with the child.

(b) Methods and Practice Teaching Interrelated

Incidentally, one of our other assertions is that in the
traditional program teachers do not come into enough contact with
the child. They do not learn adequately about child growth and develop-
ment. Well, we now have in this second group about 100 students who aro
under our direction the entire day. They are located in our University
Schools where we have children from kindergarten through the 12th grade
and here they study methods, observe children, and do their practice
teaching at the same time. The faculty members who teach the methods
are on the premises. They not only teach methods, they demonstrate how
to teach.



Tho Emits studsnt in this Acroclinical Semester knows he is
preparing materials and ideas to bo used by him in teaching. These
materials and ideas will be put in practice by his when he faces a
group of mils in tho University School a taw days later. Ile will be
observed by his critic teacher and/or methods teacher, and will cows
back and talk to these people about why he succesdod or why he didn't.
Ivantually, as he gets more otporience, he will be vidso-tapsd, so he
can later see and hear hiasolf actually engaged in teaching.

And then there are bums sessions, in which tho students discuss
their teaching experiences, and there are conferences with various other
individuals who might in some way bo concerned with tho efforts of tho
student teacher.

Now, all this makes sense to you, I*. sure. There are all kinds
of research to indicate that if we want to teach people how to do things,
the best way is for them to practice doing it as soon as they receive
instruction in eethods, and then to analyse later what they did, in
tiros of how they might have done better. For example, you can read
books on how to swim, balance yourself on a footstool, and go through
swimming motions all your life, but you'll never learn to win. Well,
that's almost tho way some of our methods are taught.

(c) Prepare, and Use Audio-Visual Materials

Along with the combination of methods and practice teaching
goes actual experience in the use of the most recent hardware for
communications, in other words, all kinds of audio-visual materials
overhead projectors, opaque projectors, tape recorders, hotpross,
slides, films, and videotape.

This acroclinical experience is conducted in two groups, one
for elementary and one for secondary prospective teachers. It will be
continued for two sore sasesters for our third and fourth groups.

The students who have taken this work during the past semestor
are tremendously enthusiastic. I have visited personally in half-hour
conferences with just about twonty per cent al them, and they all think
it is moo such better than anything else that ever happened. They liked
the "togetherness" of it, tho practicalness of it, and what we might
call "feedback,"

We have further evidence of tho success of our program in tho
enthusiastic roports from the districts. Coming to air office now for
the past four or five weeks have been representatives of school districts



whom we are cooperating, and who are interviewing these students for
the next phase in our experiment, or what we call "resident teaching*"

(d) Receive Salary and Graduate Credit for Internship

I didn't tell you that in this experiment we have fifty cooperating
school districts in seven states of the midwest and also from the Ramo-
hameha Schools in Hawaii. Our products will be placed in several of
these school districts next year in a semester of experience that we
call '-tesident teaching*" It's a form of internship that is somewhat
unique, because these students will be getting full pay as beginning
teachers in these districts, and at the same time they will be
students under our control, getting graduate credit.

Consequently, we will work with liaisons or occasionally resident
counselors in these districts. They will be coming to our campus for
conferences, so we can plan jointly what more we can de to help the
beginning teacher.

This is a package deal. The students going out for resident
teaching next year must come to the campus this summer and take
orientation courses, in which we prepare them specifically for the
kinds of jobs they are going to take next year. We are working with
committees and other representatives of these districts in planning
this orientation. Our students will see courses of study, administration
policies, and curriculum guides from the districts in which they are going
to teach. Some of the very best people from these districts will come in
to talk to them about curriculum innovation, the use of resources, the use
of iche library, community relations, the relation of the principal to the
teacher, the general purposes of school administration, and many other
thingErthat ordinarily the undergraduate student does not get in his
teacher training courses.

(e) Return to Campus, for 7Follow-Up"

During the time that they will be teaching in these districts, they
also will be required to keep a log or a record of problems they've
encountered and of other experiences which they will want to study in
greater detail when they come back to the campus. In other words, there
is a follow-up. They come back for more graduate work ulth us, in which
'heir experiences in resident teaching are to be studied. We call all
this the "package deal."

We think that internship in some form or other is absolutely
essential in tLa development of a teacher. Tet there is very little of



it in successful practice today. A few universities, like Michigan State
University at East Lansing or Central Michigan at Mbunt Pleasant, have
incorporated internships in their teaching training program with consider-
able success.

(f) Learns Realities of Teaching.

Why do I say internships are mammary? Because everything that
a student learns in the traditional teacher training program is structured.
Problems are outlined, then considered at a certain time and a certain
place and theoretically solved. But in actual teaching this doesn't

happen. Tbu don't know when the child is going to fall down and hurt
himself, or whether a child is going to go into a fantasy, or whether
you're going to run into all kinds of problems with parents thatyou
can't anticipate. And so in an intemship the student learns to deal
with the realities of teaching as they happen.

I've just described only two of the things that we are demonstrating
in limits; namely, that closing the gap between methods and practice
teaching la essential, and that internships are absolutely crucial and
essential in the undergraduate preparation of a teacher. Neither of
these is accomplished to any noticeable degree in the traditional teacher
preparation program.

There are a number of other things that we are doing, and I will
only mention them.

We feel that the teacher needs to know more about child growth and
development, so that when a child reacts in a peculiar or different way,
the teacher does not simply repeat what her critic teacher said and say,
"Well, the child didn't get enough sleep last night," but rather shown].
understand child behavior and be able to diagnose that behavior in the
same way that a physician may diagnose an illness. And so we have
instituted in our undergraduate preparation a great deal cf emphasis
upon studying child growth and development, and for this purpose we
have produced films and more films and instructional materials and have
underwritten quite a bit of help for our educational "psych" people.

There is one other idea that was presented to the Ford Foundation
which we have put into practice; namely, that the teacher of today is
more than simply an instructor in the T;ree R's. She is a person in
the community whose image reflects upon education generally, and who
needs to be an educated and cultured person beyond mere teaching per se.

And so we have introduced what we call seminars, in which our
students become acquainted with our leading scientists on the campus,
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both in natural sciences and social sciences. In these seminars, they
learn the definition and the meaning of other disciplines and the impact
of these disciplines upon themselves and upon society. Besides natural
sciencee and social sciences, there is a seminar on the humanities. In
this we make use of the resources on our campus to acquaint these students
with the ballet, with music, with the theater, and with art and archi-
tecture. In other words, these students see a ballet and have it
explained to them; they go to some 41011110 rehearsals and the directors
'sill demonstrate techniques of acting. And then we bring in novelists,
architects, journalists, and other successful people in many walks of
life to visit with the students. This has a tremendously broadening
effect, as we can actually observe upon these individuals.

(g) Students Treated as Individuals

Another emphasis in our entire approach is that these students
must be treated as individuals. We set up, from the very start,
opportunities for them to meet as discussion groups, to talk to their
instructors, to talk to each other, so that they no longer vegetate in
the classroom while listening to someone expound. And as a result, they
have developed real personalities. Superintendents who have been on the
campus interviewing our people remark again and again that these students
are professional in their attitudes, in their-understandings, and in their
ability to converse. We keep saying that if they can teach as well as
they can talk the profession, it will be marvelous. And we think they
will:

(h) But Will Traditional Methods Change?

But with all this evidence that a much better job can be dome in
teacher training, I am very pessimistic about these things carrying
over into the on-going program of most institutions, and I would like
to tell you why.

Perhaps you noticed in the newspapers the other day an announcement
from the bead of a foundation that it is putting no more money into
"challenge" grants for universities. New, in a sense, Insite is a
"challenge" grant. Apparently, that foundation is disappointed with the
results of projects like Insite.

I cannot quote anyone, but this is actually what I have been told.
First nf all, these grants were sought so eagerly by universities -- it
was a game to see who could get the most. Everything me promised, but
when the grant became a reality and the project moved in, the picture
changed completely. I'm talking now about developmental and experimental
programs such as ours, and not .di.out some kind of research where you try
to discover a cure for a disease.



In our case the attitude among much of the faculty was simply:

"Why is grant money coming in here, and why is Rice coming down to
experiment w14'2 how we can improve teacher education? This, in itself,

implies that things are wrong and could be better."

I should tell you that I had nothing to do with the planning of

the grant proposal. The university appointed me executive director about

eight months after the project was officially and technically under way,

and I came into an atmosphere of distrust. You see, this was a threat

to their security, and Insite was a competitor, almost an enemy to

various vested interests. And so, we had to look for some people who
honestly wanted to improve things, and we began by obtaining their
confidence. But the fact remains fundamentally that the minute a
developmental or experimental program like this starts operating on a
campus, it is competing for space, for equipment, and, in a sense, for

personnel, with the established routine of the university.

(1) Experimentation Upsets the Routine

And so from the very start, and continuously ever since, we have

had to fight for permission to do things differently, because it upsets

the routine.

And this is one of the things that annoys foundation representatives,
because a research project presumably should have the opportunity to get

the best people, to have equipment and space, and to receive the cooperatia

and the enthusiasm of a university, rather than to fight the system. We
spend money in different ways than the usual, and we have to carry on a
running battle with some of the auditors to let them see why a different
kind of expenditure is essential in a project of this kind* For example,

in what we call "simulation" (in which we recreate actual teaching
situations from other districts so that our students can be involved in

problem-solving) we were gathering resources in one community where we
were xeroxing all kinds of records used in the school system -- tests and

papers and speeches and directives -- which we use as resources in re-
creating various problem-solving situations. And so we had a machine
brought into this community and hired people to operate it, and in the
long run we paid for three thousand four hundred and fifty-six:pieces
of copying. For nine months I explained and explained again why we were
doing this, because this was urheard of before. We also took pictures

and made tape recordings of things that had happened in that school
district so we could transplant them, disguised of course, into our
Acroclinical Semester for our students to re-live these problems and
then try to solve them.

Grant representatives also have said, "We are discouraged because
it takes these grants too long to get started. There is fighting within



the university or the -chool as to who's going to run the show, and then
who's going to hire the people, and who's going to get the money.

Then, after a program gets underway, after a great deal of delay,
there's this competition and the lack of honest, helpful support for the
very purposes of experimentation for which the grant is given. The handis!
caps of all the traditional procedures of the university are tied to the
experiment itself. And so, if it does get off the ground, it is only
about halfway through its program when the funds run out.

I'm sorry to say that several of these situations prevail for Insite.
And this is not because my associates are not wonderful people to work
with, but because they themselves are victims of the system.

The frustration of this situation, plus the tremendous stimulation
and enthusiasm that comes from knowing that teacher education could be so
much better, has led me to write an almost desperate editorial. I have
just completed it, and I would like your reactions to it, because it is
the final plea thht I would like to leave with you tonight. It reads:

"If school administrators and school board members want a better
product from institutions that prepare teachers, they need to pay more
attention to what is happening today within those training institutions.

Education is the Stepchild

"Schools or departments of education frequently are the step-child
on a university campus dominated by the liberal arts. If you don't
believe it, look at how poorly the education department is equipped and
how inadequately housed. Observe how meager is the budget compared with
funds available for some of the other disciplines. Note particularly how
it lacks the staff and space for the clinical approach to teacher training
and for the development of internships and workshops. In many instances
it lacks facilities for students (as future teachers) to get acquainted
with TV or other audio-misual media, or to obtain experience in group
dynamics, or to learn new ways for the grouping of children and the
practical operation of team teaching. And how it shies away from any
discussion of professional ethics or professional negotiations that would'
offend the teachers association or the teachers union:

"Addressing the opening program of the national conference of the
Association of Higher Education in Chicago, March 5, Douglass Cater,
special assistant to President Johnson in the area of education,
suggested by implication that it is time the universities started
developing a brain as well as a body. His exact words were: If the
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university should develop a brain as well as a body, the exercise of
this critical faculty must inevitably impinge on its traditions. My
own impression is that too many of the rituals and routines of the
university are not subject to the same critical examination which the
academicians devote to others.agre is little evidence that modern
concepts or modern technology zed by other large scale organizations
have been applied to the university's use of its own resources. And when
Cater referred to arrangements between departments in the university as
"feudalism," the audience laughed knowlingly.

"A big university today is an undulating body of segments, held
together by an entangling network of traditions, taboos, committees,
vested interests, and state-imposed restrictions. These systems are
poorly coordinated and frequently in conflict with each other. When
any segment, such as the school of education, seeks to lift itself by
its own bootstraps it is weighed dawn by this entanglement.

"This is not a criticism of my university asJociates. They are
fine people (with a few exceptions:). They didn't create this monster.
I have a hunch that they, too, are not happy about the illogical and
frustrating ways in which they must operate. This discussion merely
faces the fact that the very nature of a big university does not induce
am, at least not as rapidly as change is needed in teacher education.

Ask Questions, Demand Answers

And so I say: School Boards, teachers associations and the PTA
will have to get excited -- and even become militant -- about the
inadequacies of teacher education IF they want new teachers who are
sufficiently competent to provide the instructional leadership the
current generation needs. These groups need to ask out loud, and give
publicity to the answers they find to such questions as:

1. Does teacher education really study the Child, so that the student
comes to know the child as an individual and also as a member of a
socio-economic group?

2. Will these teachers in preparation actually visit schools to see
what they are like today and to notice the variety of problems
and programs?

3. Are teacher training institutions doing anything with simulation?

4, Does the preparation of the prospective teacher include internships
in public or private school systems?

r
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5. Does the university's budget provide for improving the quality, a
teacher education, or does most of the money go for a bigger campus
to compete with universities in the battle for sim and public
recognition? Siring more Instructors to serve the ever-inezeasing
enrollment accounts for much of the budget bulge, of course, but it
is unthinkable to suggest that a better balance of the woxkload for
the faculty might take care of the increased enrollment, and a
competent survey of space utilisation night reveal ways to
accomodate sore students?

The thiL Till Continue, Unless

"If public and professional groups, sincerely interested in the
improvement of public education, would spend a little less tine fighting
each other and unite in a determination that for the sake of better schools
they are going to demand better preparation of teachers oh: wells why
finish the sentence? You know it won't happen. Reluctantly, I predict
that the lag between what our teachers are today and what they could be,
will grow wider and wider until either the public or the teaching
profession rebels."



Instructional Systems in Teacher Education (MITE)
Rwport of Expenditures through 6-30-67

Funds Received to 6-30-67

Expenditures Previously Reported
Expenditures July 1, 1966 to June 30,

I. Staff

U. Consultants &Honorariums

III. Travel

IV. Office SupOlies

V. Production of Media

11. Publications &BroChures

VII. Conferences

1967:

$153,087.56

3,105.05

5,956.75

69997.21

2,087.89

1,212.11

1.5,8.13

Total Expenditures 1966-67

Total Itxpenditures through June 30, 1967

Cgth Balsam Juno 30, 1967

Total Amount of the Grant
Total Expenditures to 6-30-67
Grant Balance Remaining

Budget for Insite Project
July 1, 1967 to SepteMber 30, 1968

Grant limber 634132

1. Staff

Consultants

III. Travel

$301,227.59

174,0141440

$519,867.59

475.272.29

$ 444P330

$7147,200.00
272

$224,584.85

6,6h4.95

9,1'43.25

Office Supplies, Telephone, Computer
Costs, Miscellaneous Expenses

17,252.79

Pmduction Media
2,500.11

Publications &Brochures 8,000.89

Conferences - Public Schodl
3 500.87

$271,927.71


